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ABSTRACT

This study deals with the subject of dangerous goods and
safety in the ports of Pakistan and in particular, Port of
Karachi. The purpose is not an attempt to highlight the
short comings nor could it rectify short comings. This is
purely an attempt at underscoring the risk factors
inherent to industry under normal operating conditions and
is suggesting, that by adaptation and implementation of
International regulations And following practices of
established systems and procedures of other developed
countries, shall create a safer environment and prevent
unwanted occurrences.
It is evident that in some instances a false sense of
security, fortunately due to the lack of very serious
incidents, has been created in certain areas of the
industry. This feeling of complacency is harmful and needs
to be changed. Prudent operations at all levels, though
sometimes difficult, will create and continue to evolve a
healthy and safe environment.
One of the most important tasks of Port Management is to
implant a high degree of safety consciousness into its
organization. Governing Bodies, Port Authorities, may
invest vast sums on all types of high technology and
expensive accident preventive appliances, yet in the
absence of safety consciousness at all levels of the
organization, this investment is merely wasted.

VI

SAFE TRANSPORT OPERATIONS, HANDLING AND STORAGE OF
DANGEROUS AND HARMFUL CARGOES IN THE PORTS
OF PAKISTAN.

PREFACE:
With the technical progress, the advent of new substances
and materials and the exigencies of modern transport
systems have considerably increased the potential risks
and hazards attached there to. Thus the carriage of
dangerous substances has become a major concern for all
those involved in sea transport because of safety and
pollution.
To meet these challenges, new international regulations
have come into force and shall continue to develop
further. The maritime law has moved far beyond its
traditional base and includes a number of important
aspects of the law of the sea, environmental law and law
on policy for dangerous and harmful cargoes.
In developing countries the education and training have
not kept pace with these developments in the maritime
industry as a whole and particularly in the field of
dangerous substances.
These factors have caused or contributed to the following
problems in the ports of developing countries including
Pakistan:
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- Enormous increase in quantity and
varieties of dangerous substances passing through
the ports;
- Outdated regulations and administrative procedures;
- Lack of awareness on the part of port policy makers
and planners;
- Hesitation on the part of officials for framing new
regulations in view of encountering enormous
difficulties in the process;
- Unskilled labour due to lack of training;
- Lack of specialized facilities and equipment;
- Lack of training facilities and trained instructors;
and
- Extension of ports which occasionally is not in
line with the intended planning.
In the light of the above mentioned difficulties, the
purpose of this paper is to make a comprehensive study of
the existing situation in Pakistan and then to bring the
concerned authorities, port personnel and port users to an
awareness of safety requirements for the transportation,
handling and storage of dangerous and harmful cargoes in
the ports. Furthermore, Eduction and training is a
prerequisit for developing better approaches and
improvements in the over all existing conditions and to
bring current practices in line with international
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standards and thus ensuring the safety of people, property
and the environment.
Danggrous substances are transported either in bulk, or in
tirTrli..r

i—'-f
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packaged and containerized form. Bulk cargoes are excluded
from this study as it would go beyond the scope of this
work due to volume restrictions. Hence, this study is
restricted to dangerous and harmful cargoes in packaged
and containerized form. The objectives of this paper are:
.1. To create awareness about potential dangers associated
with dangerous cargoes and safety requirements;
.2. To improve the .Jbhe existing practices in
transportation, handling and storage of dangerous
goods in ports compatible to international standards;
.3. To emphasize the need of proper storage facilities;
.4. To have an up-to-date maritime legislation on the
handling and storage of dangerous goods;
.5. To implement an appropriate legislative frame work
within which storage and handling of dangerous goods
in ports and other complementary activities of
maritime transport can be handled or carried out;
.6. To develop training programmes for seafarers, port
personnel, and other users of the port for the
transportation, handling and storage of dangerous
- goods; and
•7. To achieve the safety of Port and her environments.

IX

In the
light of the above, chapter one of this paper
is a general introduction which gives a historical
background of the transportation of dangerous goods, the
role of United Nations and, other specialized agencies and
especially of IMO in the transportation, handling and
storage of dangerous goods.
Chapter two deals with the handling of dangerous goods in
Pakistan, especially in Port of Karachi. It gives the
general overview, the Port facilities and the present
problems of handling, and storage of dangerous goods.
Chapter three concentrates on the legislation and the need
for Pakistan to have an uptodate legislation and
regulations on the transportation, handling and storage of
dangerous goods both on ships and shore as compatible
practices are essential for a safe land and sea interface.
chapter four stresses on the need for specialized Training
and Education programmes on dangerous goods for a generic
group of trainees comprising of port personnel, seafarers
and other users of port. This will result in better
approaches by understanding each others problems and shall
result in good cooperation between them.
chapter five contains recommendations and conclusions.

DEF* I N I T I ONS

For ease of reference and clarity, definitions in IMO
Publications are included.
DANGEROUS GOODS
means any receptacle, portable tank, freight container or
vehicle. The term includes an empty, receptacle, portable
tank or tank vehicle which has previously been used for
the carriage of a dangerous substance unless such
receptacle or tank has been cleaned and dried, or, when
the nature of the former contents permit with safety, has
been securely used.
DANGEROUS GOODS IN PACKAGED FORM
This covers inter alia small receptacles, or cylinders
upto 1000 liters, bags,, boxes, cans, drums upto 450
liters, unit loads, intermediate bulk containers, portable
tanks, road and rail vehicles and other cargo transport
units and shipborne barges.
BULK DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES
means any dangerous substance, carried without any
intermediate form of containment, in a tank or cargo space
which is a structural point of a ship or in a tank
permanently fixed in or on a ship.
DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES
means any substance, whether packaged or in bulk intended
for carriage or storage and having properties coming
within the classes listed in the IMO “International
Maritime Dangerous Goods" (IMDG) Code.

Furthermore, it means any substances shipped in bulk not
coming within the IMDG Code classes but which is subject
to the requirement of the IMO "Code for the Construction
and Equipment of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in
Bulk", or Appendix B of the IMO "Code of Safe Practice for
Solid Bulk Cargoes" in so far as such a substance may
constitute a hazard to those in the Port Area or the Port
Elnvironment. It must be noted that their are certain
substances which do not constitute a hazard when stored
ashore but which may create problems affecting safety
subsequent to their loading into a ships hold. In this
connection the necessity of complying with the provisions
of the IMO "Code of Safe Practice for Solid Bulk Cargoes"
is stressed.
Risk
means the rate of exposure to undesirable situations
expresses the probability of occurrence of such
situations combined with the detrimental effect of them on
lives and/or properties.
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AFFF

Aquas Film Forming Foam

BC Code

Code of Safe practice for Solid Bulk Cargoes

BCH Code

Code for the construction and Equipment of
Ships carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk

CSC

International Convention for Safe Containers

D.G. Shed

Dangerous Goods Shed

ECE

Economic Commission of Europe

ECOSOC

Economic and Social Council of the General
Assembly of the United Nations

EmS

Emergency Schedules: The Emergency Procedures
for Ships Carrying Dangerous Goods

FCL

Full Container Load

IAEA

International Agency for Atomic Energy

IBC

International Code for the Construction and
Equipment of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemical
in Bulk.

IBCs

Intermediate Bulk Containers

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization
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ILO

International Labour Ortganization

IMCO

International Maritime Consultative
Organization

IMDG Code

International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code

I MO

International Maritime Organization

K.P.T.

Karachi Port Trust

LCL

Less Container Load

MARPOL

International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships, 1973 as modified by the
Protocol of 1976 relating thereto

MEPC

Marine Environment Protection Committee (of
IMO)

MFAG

IMO/WHO/ILO Medical First-Aid Guide for use in
Accidents Involving Dangerous Goods

M.I. Yard

Mansfield Yard

MSC

Maritime Safety Committee (of IMO)

NMB

Napier Moll Boat (Wharf)

NOS

Not Otherwise (Schedule)

RID

International Regulations for the Transport of
Dangerous Goods by Rail

XIV

SOLAS

International Convention on the Safety of Life
at Sea

STOW

International Convention on Standards of
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers, 1978

T.P.X.

Thole Produce Yard (area)

UNCTAD

United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development

WHO

World Health Organization

WMU

World Maritime University
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INTRODUCTION
1.1. HISTORY
Transportation of dangerous goods by sea is an age old
phenomenon. In the sailing era, the ships were small and
usually one type of dangerous cargo was carried. It was
very seldom that two cargoes of such kind were carried
together. So the dangers due to cargo alone were
negligible in comparison to the perils of sea.
With the development of technology, the trade patterns
have changed. The development of new chemicals and their
use are on the increase, the ships have grown in size and
specialized in trade.
Now a days, more than 50% of cargoes transported are
classified as dangerous. They could be either in bulk or
packaged form. It is estimated that about 10-15 % of the
above cargo is carried in break bulk form either in
general cargo, multipurpose or container ships.
The rapid industrialization in the last three decades has
caused the excessive use of chemicals which involved their
transportation and increased the attached potential
hazards of safety and pollution. Now thdse dangers made it
•inevitable to have some kind of legislation to regulate
the flow of cargo in an orderly manner.
Dangerous goods were first mentioned in the British
Merchant Act 1894, Article 301 "Dangerous goods and
carriage of cattle". The article stipulated that an
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emigrant ship shall not proceed to sea if she carries an
explosive within the meaning of Explosive Act 1875 or any
vitriol, lucifer, matches, guano or green hides or.... any
article....which by reasons of nature, quantity or mode of
storage.... is likely to endanger the health or lives of
the passenger or the safety of ship or....".It is
interesting to mention that the above Act of 1894 is still
in force in Pakistan.
1.1.1. EVOLUTION OF SOLAS
The first international convention on the safety of life
at sea SOLAS 1914, considered, and was influenced by, the
British Merchant shipping Act 1894. The convention
prohibited the carriage of goods which by reason of their
nature, quantity or mode of storage, yrere likely to
endanger the lives of the passenger or the safety of ship.
It was obligatory on each contracting party to decide from
time to time which goods should be considered dangerous
and precautions to be indicated for safe packing and
stowage. Although this convention never came into force,
the principle of relying on national administration to
decide on the definition and treatment of dangerous goods
was established and resulted in diversified regulations
and practices in different countries.
SOLAS 1929 convention was more or less on the same lines
of which Article 24 about dangerous goods was mentioned
together with life saving appliances. The SOLAS 1929 came
into force in 1933. In principle the above convention
forbade the carriage of dangerous goods which by their
nature, quantity and mode of stowage endangered the lives
of passengers and safety bf ship. So the dangerous
criteria depended on quantity, nature and mode of
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transport. It was left to contracting governments to
mutually decide among themselves as to which cargoes
should be classified as dangerous. This regulation was
very broad and depended on parties mutual interpretation
/agreement, hence different rules and practices came into
existence. AS the trade grew, it was recognized that the
regulations are inadequate to meet the requirements.
1.1.2. NEW DEVELOPMENT IN SOLAS
In SOLAS 1948 convention a new chapter "Carriage of Grain
and Dangerous Goods" was incorporated. It stated that the
dangerous criteria should be established by virtue of
their properties and characteristics and not by nature,
quantity and mode of stowage. Additionally, a labelling
system should be developed with distinctive colours and
symbols to indicate clearly the dangers involved. They
adopted recommendation 22, recognizing the need for
international uniformity in safety precautions. The
convention also agreed that further studies shall be
undertaken for the development of new regulations. These
recommendations were not acted upon immediately because
IMO (then IMCO) convention called in 1948 did not come
into force until 1958.
1.2.

ROLE OF UNITED NATIONS

Meanwhile, in 1953 the United Nations (UN) committee of
experts on the transport of dangerous goods was set up
under the (UN) Economic and Social council (ECOSOC). The
committee considered the international aspect of the
carriage of dangerous goods by all modes of transport and
submitted its report in 1956. (Anonymous, May 1988)
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The recommendations are based mainly on the existing
national regulations and on the studies undertaken by
various agencies dealing with the transport of dangerous
goods by a specific mode of transport.The report described
a general framework, broad and flexible enough into which
national and international regulations could be
incorporated and further developed. (Wardelmann, 1968 a)
The recommendations covered principles of classification
and definitions of class, listing of principle dangerous
goods, general packing requirements, testing procedures,
marking, placarding and documentation.
The aim is to give a basic scheme of provisions so as to
allow national and international regulations to grow
within a framework and thus attain a uniformity in
regulations for, all modes of transport, ultimately leading
for unhampered multimodal transport operation. The rules
framed are to eliminate or reduce to a minimum the risks
of accidents to persons, property and other means of
transport. The underlying principles for framing
regulations is not to impede the movement of dangerous
goods, except those cargoes, which are too dangerous to be
accepted for transport. Hence, a balance was drawn between
safety and facilitation of transport.
The UN classification is based on scientifically achieved
analysis and the classes 1 to 9 are not in the order of
the degree or magnitude of hazards of the dangerous good,
rather the classification is one by the type of risk
involved in order to meet technical conditions of
transport. Today, this classification is incorporated in
Regulation 2 of chapter VII of SOLAS 1974.
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However, these UN recommendations are not suitable for
direct implementation as they lack the details required
for modal application. This detail is expected to be
provided by International Maritime Organization, IMO
beeing the recognized authority for adopting details for
the maritime mode. (Henry, 1985)
1.2.1. OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
There are few other international agencies which are
dealing with dangerous substances and among them are:
- Economic Commision of Europe (ECE);
- The International Agency for Atomic Energy (IAEA);
- The International Regulations for the Transport of
Dangerous Goods by Rail (RID);
- United Nations Commission on Trade and Development
-

(UNCTAD);
Iternational Labour Organization (ILO);
World Health organization (WHO);
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO);
International Airlines Transport Association (lATA);

and
- The Organization of the Socialist Countries.
Finally, it can be concluded that the carriage of
dangerous substances has been dealt with in various
international forums and is regulated by a large number of
international instruments.
1.2.2. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ORGANIZATION (IMO)
IMO (then IMCO), a specialized agency of ON system,
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It is a highly technical body and effects international
legislation for maritime safety, through conventions,
protocols, resolutions, standards, guidelines, codes, and
recommendations. She held her first assembly in 1959. Her
main objective was to revise 1948 SOLAS. The conference
took place in 1960 and adopted the SOLAS 1960 convention
which came into force on 26th May, 1965. The chapter Vll
of that conference contains only "Carriage of Dangerous
Goods" and deals with both dangerous cargoes in packed
form as well as with bulk cargoes. Additionally, chapter
Vll was supplemented by resolution 56 of the conference
recommending the governments to adopt a uniform
international code for the carriage of dangerous goods by
sea.
Another conference held in 1974, revised the 1960 SOLAS
and chapter Vll of SOLAS 1960 was replaced by chapter Vll
of SOLAS 1974, which entered into force on 25th May, 1980.
Further amendments to SOLAS 1974 were adopted in November
1981 and June 1983, which came into force in September
1984 and July 1986 respectively.
In pursuant to the decision of the assembly of IMO at its
fifteenth session and the Maritime Safety Committee at its
fifty-fifth session, a diplomatic conference was convened
and adopted on 11th Nov 1988, "Protocol of 1988 Relating
to International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea,
1974".<HSCC/C0NF/11).This will replace SOLAS Protocol
1978, if and when it comes into force.
1.3. CHAPTER VII OF SOLAS <1974) CONVENTION
Present chapter Vll of SOLAS 1974 deals with carriage of
dangerous goods: Part A-Carriage of dangerous goods in
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packaged form and in solid bulk form; Part B-Construction
and equipment of ships carrying dangerous liquid chemicals
in bulk; and part C-Construction and equipment of ships
carrying liquefied gases in bulk.
Regulation 1.3 of chapter VII prohibits the carriage of
dangerous goods except when carried in accordance with the
provisions of part A of chapter VII, which are amplified
by the International Maritime Dangerous Goods <IMDG) Code.
Regulation 2 of part A of chapter VII divides the
dangerous goods into the following classes.
Class 1
Class 2

Explosives.
Gases: Compressed, liquified or dissolved

Class
Class
Class
Class

under pressure.
Flammable liquids.
Flammable solids.
Substances liable to spontaneous combustion.
Substances which, in contact with water, emit

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

3
4
4.2
4.3
5.1
5.2
6.1
6.2
7
8
9

flammable gases.
Oxidizing substances.
Organic peroxides.
Poisonous < toxic ) substances.
Infectious substances.
Radio active material.
Corrosives.
Miscellaneous dangerous substances, that is
any other substance which experience has
shown, or may show, to be of such dangerous
character that the provisions of this part
shall apply.
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The other regulations of part A, 3-7 of .chapter Vll deal
with packing, marking, labelling and, placarding,
documents, stowage requirements and explosives in
passenger ships. These regulations are further
supplemented by Regulation 54 of chapter TIl-2 of the SOLAS
1974 convention which specifies the special requirements
for a ship intended to carry dangerous goods, the keel of
which is laid or which was at a similar stage of
construction on or after 1st July, 1966.
In summary, Part-A of chapter Vll of SOLAS 74 with all up
to date amendments provides the necessary legal basis for
the international regulations for the transportation of
dangerous goods at sea.
1.3.1. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS OF IMO OTHER THAN SOLAS
RELATED TO DANGEROUS GOODS
Another major convention of IMO is known as International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from ships,
1973 as modified by the protocol of 1978 relating thereto
(MAF^POL 73/78), deals with various aspect.of marine
pollution.
Annex III to the MARPOL convention contains the mandatory
provisions concerning the prevention of pollution by
harmful substances carried at sea in packaged form.
Regulation 1 (1.3) prohibits the carriage of harmful
substances in ships except when carried in accordance with
the provisions of Annex III. However, this Annex III will
not come into force unless ratified by governments
representing 50 % of world's merchant tonnage. Currently,
the number of acceptances of MARPOL Annex III stands at 37
states with a total of 46.23 percent, but it is not clear
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when the final 1.7 percent will be achieved. It is
therefore uncertain when the legal requirements of the
Annex will enter into force. (Anonymous, September 1989)
Now a new way is envisaged to implement the provisions of
Annex III. The marine pollutants have been included in the
IMDG Code. So, it is the IMDG Code which will be the
vehicle for implementing the requirements of MARPOL Annex
III. Taking into consideration the recommendation of the
IMO Marine Environment Protection Committee at its twenty
seventh session (13 to 17 March, 1969) to implement the
marine pollution provisions with Amendment 25-89 to the
IMDG Code, even if MARPOL 73/78 Annex III had not entered
by that date, the Maritime Safety Committee unanimously
agreed that Amendment 25-89 to the Code, which has been
prepared with all the necessary provisions to implement
the regulations embodied in Annex III,, the text of which
has been revised to incorporate recent changes together
with other safety related changes should be implemented
not later than 1st January, 1991.
Annex III comprises seven regulations and an appendix and
the revised text will be included in the General
Introduction to the IMDG Code. It contains requirements
regarding packing, marking and labelling, documentation,
stowage , quantity limitations and exceptions, but it does
not li^t the substances to which it applies. Instead,
' regulation 1, which deals with application, states that
they are those substances which are identified as marine
pollutants in the IMDG Code. This means, if the substance
is not listed by name in the IMDG Code, it is not a marine
pollutant as' far as Annex III i s' concerned.
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Regulation 2 is concerned with packing and simply states
that it should be adequate to minimize the hazard to the
marine environment. Tests are currently being conducted
to determine the durability of different types of
packagings when immersed in seawater. The results may
eventually lead to more detail specification of what is
meant by "adequate”.
Regulation 3 deals with marking and labelling and requires
that packages are marked with correct technical name and
labelled to indicate that the substance is a marine
pollutant. The method of marking shall be such that the
information will still be identified on those packagings
which are capable of surviving three months immersion in
the sea. This requirement, which is contained in
Regulation 3(2) of Annex III, is identical to Regulation
4(3) on packaged dangerous goods of the revised Chapter
VII of the SOLAS 1974 convention which entered into force
on 1st July, 1986. Provision is'made for packages
containing small quantities of harmful substances to be
exempted from these marking requirements.
Regulation 4,5,6 deals with documentation including a
stowage plan of pollutants, proper stowage and "Quantity
Limitations" respectively.
Regulations 7 provides for exceptions where it is
neccessary for the safety of the ship or its crew to allow
the jettisoning of harmful substances or for washing
spillages overboard.
1.4. INTERNATIONAL MARITIME DANGEROUS GOODS (IMDG) CODE
The IMDG code was introduced in 1965 by IMO assembly
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resolution A.61(IV). This came as a consequence of SOLAS
1960 recommendation that governments should adopt a
uniform international code for the carriage of dangerous
goods. This task was achieved by its maritime safety
committee through years of dedicated hard work.
The IMDG Code is recommended to Governments for adaptation
or for use as the basis for national regulations in
pursuance of their obligations under regulation VII/ 1.4
of the SOLAS 1974 Convention, as amended. Observance of
the Code harmonizes the practices and procedures followed
in the carriage of dangerous goods by sea and ensures
compliance with the mandatory provisions of the SOLAS 1974
Convention, as amended.
So far, 45 countries including Pakistan whose combined
merchant fleets totals more than 86 % of world's gross
tonnage have informed IMO that they are applying the Code.
The legal system of a country determines in detail whether
IMDG Code becomes mandatory or is applied as a
recommendation. Appliance of the Code as a recommendation
does not detract in any way from the obligations imposed
by SOLAS 1974 Convention, as amended, but merely provides
a greater flexibility. (Anonymous, August 1989)
The present 1988 consolidated edition which includes all
amendments upto 24-86 is in five volumes and basically
designed to give guidance to comply with the general
requirements of SOLAS 1974 Convention. It explains in
detail the requirements applicable to each individual
substances, material or article and has undergone many
changes, both in layout and content, in order to keep pace
with the expansion and progress of industry. The IMO
Maritime Safety Committee is authorized by the assembly to
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adopt amendments to the Code, thus enabling the IMO to
respond promptly to transportion developments.
A completely new edition of the IMDG Code will be
published by the IMO in January 1990. The new consolidated
four-Voiume 1990 edition incorporates the extensive
revisions made by Amendment 25-89 adopted by the Maritime
Safety Committee at its fifty-seventh session in
April, 1989. The wide ranging and extensive changes to the
code prompted by the inclusion of Amendment No 25 have
provided the opportunity to implement a substantial
reorganisation of the Code. For practical reasons, the
General Index and Numerical Index of the IMDG Code have
been incorporated with the General introduction and Annex
1 in Volume 1. The supplementary publications to the Code
, i.e. Emergency Procedures <EMS), Medical First Aid Guide
(MFAG), Solid Chemicals in Bulk (BC Code), Reporting
Procedures, Packing cargo transport units have, for ease
of reference, been consolidated in the supplement.
1.4.1. LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE IMDG CODE
SOLAS 1974 Convention, as amended, is a part of
international legislation which is available for
adaptation in national legislation for. implementation.
However, SOLAS 1974 Convention itself does not contain
guidelines for implementation. The IMDG Code referred in
the foot notes to regulations 1(4) and 4(4) in Part of
Chapter VII of SOLAS 1974 Convention is an implementation
instrument for compliance with requirements of Part A of
Chapter VII. It could be said that these foot notes do not
have the same legal force equal to that of a convention
but these foot notes provide guidance for implementation
of a part of SOLAS 1974 Convention.
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1.4.2. CLASSIFICATION
The IMDG Code Classification is based on UN Classification
system. While regulation 2 of chapter VII of SOLAS 1974
Convention, as amended, only gives a classification
parameter, the IMDG code contains more details of those
classes and provides direction to practical application on
ships and in port areas. The IMDG code classification and
definition of each class are contained in the general
introduction of the code.
The definition of the classes given in the SOLAS
convention or IMIX5 code are not precisely to the
scientific sense of the words but rather aims to define
the dangerous or hazardous nature of the cargoes and their
placement into a class is according to their properties
and characteristics. This means that the placement of a
substance in a class is not by the degree of danger but by
the type of danger only.
For the purpose of carriage of dangerous goods by sea, the
classification has been made mandatory by Part-A of
Chapter VII of SOLAS 1974 Convention, as amended, which
deals with the carriage of dangerous goods in packaged
form or in solid form in bulk and came into force on 1st
July, 1986. (Wardelmann, 1989 b)
1.4.3. IMPROVEMENTS/CHANGES IN THE IMDG CODE
The 25th amendment to' the code is one of the
important ever adopted because for the first
extends its application to marine pollution.
provisions, together with the safety related
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most
time it
These
changes, have

resulted in the largest amendment ever made to the codeso large that a new IMEX3 Code 1990 version is produced.
The main features include:
- Provisions for marine pollutants (implementation of
MARPOL Annex 111);
- Intermediate Bulk Containers;
- Revision of all classes; and
- Entry into force of Annex I which refers to mandatory
testing of packages (end of Grandfather Clause).
.1. Existing section 23 was introduced in the present IMDG
Code by Amendment No 23- 86 which came into force on 6th
April, 1987, It was meant solely for reporting purpose of
packaged marine pollutants. The appendix to the current
IMDG Code Section 23 lists bout 170 such substances which
must be identified in the transport documents as marine
pollutants. All this will be replaced in an expanded
Section 23 of the new IMDG Code (1990). It will not
actually contain a list of marine pollutants as it is at
present because it is thought that this duplicates the
identification in the Code's index. The total number of
entries has been greatly expanded (to over 400) but this
is partly due to the identification of new substances as
*

marine pollutants. Many of the additions stem from the
fact that all *’no_t, otherwise specified" (NOS) s,g^xedules
have been identified as potential marine pollutants.
Obviously, not all cargo shipped under the provisions of
an NOS schedule will have to be declared as a marine
pollutant because many such cargoes do not contain IMDG
listed substances. Nevertheless, every NOS schedule and
it's corresponding entry in the Code's index has been
identified so that products which do qualify as marine
pollutants are subject to the appropriate provisions.
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Most marine pollutants are already entered as- dangerous
goods in the hazard class 2 to 8, but those that do not
posses any such other hazard will be covered by one of the
new entries in class 9 (miscellaneous dangerous goods).
These Are:
- environmentally, hazardous substances, solid, NOS,
UN No 3077; and
- environmentally hazardous substances, liquid, NOS,
UN No 3082.
Both these schedules will have appendices listing those
substances which have been identified.
.2. Section 26 will be about Intermediate Bulk containers.
It will contain:
- a preamble for a' new section 26 to the code;
- general requirements applicable to all type of IBCs;
- specific requirements for metallic prismatic and
flexible IBCs along with criteria for substances
unsuitable for transport in these type of IBCs; and
- a list of substances suitable for transport in
flexible IBCs.
Criteria establishing the nature of those substances
unsuitable for transport in rigid plastics, composite,
fibreboard and wooden IBCs is also identified.
.3. The packaging requirements of Annex 1 to the IMDG
Code, i.e. which effectively reflects those of the UN
system, become mandatory with the implementation of
Amendment No 25 on 1st January, 1991. The implementation
of Annex III of MARPOL on the same date will not impose
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any additional packing standards on marine pollutants over
and above of those required by compliance with the UN
system.
In hazard class 2 to 6 packagings in the IMDG Code are
based upon safety considerations, and so marine pollutants
in these classes may require containment of Packing Group
I, II, III standard. Similarly, carriage in portable tanks
and intermediate bulk containers (IBCs) will depend upon
safety factors rather than pollution potential. In class 9
, however, the two schedules for environmentally hazardous
substances will specify Packing Group III, and any
effectively closed package complying with IMDG Annex I
will be allowed. For all products carried under these two
schedules, IMO Type 2 portable tanks and suitable IBCs
will be allowed.
.4. Although the IMDG Code requires many dangerous
substances to be placed on deck because of their hazard
potential, marine pollutants should preferably be stowed
under deck when ever practicable. In the final analysis
safety aspects shall always be given precedence.
1.4.4. APPLICATION OF IMDG CODE
Though the IMDG code is designed primarily for mariners,
its provisions have direct bearing on industries,
warehouses, handlers and transporters. Complementry
services such as rail, road, inland craft and harbour
services are guided for classification, identification and
labelling. Port authorities make use of the code for
segregation in loading, discharging and storage areas.

1.5. ROLE OF COMPETENT AUTHORITY
The competent authority is usually nominated by the
Maritime Administration. There are always some problems in
practice for shipments of goods. Such problems in practice
are referred to competent authority for clarification and
decision. Occasionally, as i.n IMDG Code reference is made
for competent authority approval, such interpretations and
approvals have to be made by the nominated competent
authority. It is this person/department who has to be
contacted for anything concerning dangerous goods.
There had been problems in practice for acceptance of an
approval unilaterally issued by originating competent
authority. Now, it has been agreed and incorporated in
section 22 of the general introduction to the IMDG code
which spells out the terms with reference to competent
authority approval. It stipulates that:
- An approval permit issued by a competent authority or a
body authorized by a competent authority should be
recognised by other countries;
- Such approvals and permits to comply with provisions of
SOLAS 74 convention, as amended, MAI^OL (73/76)
Convention, as amended, and standards of IMDG code; and
- Addresses in individual countries to be provided to
which inquiries regarding competent authority approval
can be referred and shall have to be kept up to date.
1.6. SUMMARY
The production, movement and use of dangerous goods has
increased rapidly in the last three decades.
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Goods are considered dangerous because of their physical
nature. But the extent of risks in the carriage of
dangerous goods depends also on the packing of goods,
means of transport, mode of stowage and segregation.
Since carriage of dangerous goods at sea is international,
therefore uniform international regulations are required.
The ON Recommendations for the transport of dangerous
goods are in general form and have world-wide relevance
for all modes of transport. These are international
recommendations on which national and other international
modal regulations are being based. The aim is to achieve
unhampered multimodal transport operation. In an actual
transport operation the applicable modal regulations need
to be followed.
The IMO is the recognized authority for providing modal
regulations for the maritime mode. It effects
international regulations through international
conventions, protocols, resolutions, standards,
guidelines, codes and recommendations.
The Part-A of chapter VII of SOLAS (1974) Convention, as
amended, provides the necessary legal basis for
international regulations of dangerous goods at sea. The
IMDG Code is based on UN Recommendations and is an
implementation instrument to effect compliance with Part-A
of Chapter VII of SOLAS (1974) Convention. The adoption of
Amendment 25-89 has caused a whole revision of IMDG Code
and resulted in the form of a new IMDG 1990 Code. It has
extended its application to marine pollutants, enforcement
of Annex I (mandatory packaging requirements), IBCs. The
supplementary publications to the code, i.e. EMS, MFAG,
BC Code, Reporting Procedures, Packing cargo transport
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units have for ease of reference, been consolidated in the
code.
The competent authority is the regulatory authority for
safe transportation of dangerous goods at sea and provides
guidance, clarification where references are made for
competent authority approval.
It is obligatory on the part of an administration as a
consequence after its ratification of SOLAS convention,
the adaptation and implementation of the IMDG code, and
with reference to competent authorities to set up a
standing advisory committee of experts on the national
level. This c,ommittee would advise the governing
authorities in an administration to resolve the problems
which may arise in operational practice. Since the
Administration could not have all the expertise needed on
the staff, such a group fills the gap. In this way
Maritime Administration can effectively fulfill her legal
obligations.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION TO PAKISTN'S ECONOMY
Pakistan is basically an agriculture country. In the
export sector the main items are, cotton, cotton yarn,
rice, fertilizer, molasses, petroleum product/ alcohol and
neptha.
Though the industrial sector is constantly improving,
still further efforts have been made to improve the
economy by expanding the industrial base and boost the
manufacturing output.
Chemicals are one of the most essential raw materials of
industries. There is no sizeable chemical industry which
exists in Pakistan to cater the domestic demand. Only
about 10 % of the demand is met locally. Therefore all the
major industries depend on the imported chemicals. Some .of
these chemica 1 s are extremely hazardous and
dangerous
nature. Besides these chemicals, there are other dangerous
cargoes imported and exported through the ports of
Pakistan. Bulk cargoes are excluded from this thesis as it
would go beyond the scope of this work due to volume
restrictions. Hence, this study is restricted to dangerous
and harmful cargoes in packaged and containerized form
only.
2.2. TRADE
Trade is sine-qua-non for economy and development of the
country. To achieve this, reliable and efficient transport
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systems with efficient ports and associated facilities are
of paramount importance. The port is the strategic point
and the most important factor for the success of maritime
transport systems. The reason being:
.1. It is an interface between sea and hinterland
because here the sea transport is connected to land
transport (rail, road, inland water transport system);
.2. It is the handling point of transshipment of
cargoes; and
.3. It acts as a temporary warehouse for intermediate
storage of cargoes.
Hence, summing up the above points it can be said that a
port is the vital link of an inter-modal transport system.
2.3. PORTS and FACILITIES
To facilitate it's trade, there are two major ports in
PakiStan,i.e. port of Karachi and port Mohammad Bin Qasim.
The port of Karachi prior to 1973 was the only main port
of Pakistan catering the entire need of the country and in
addition, for transit cargo to Afghanistan. Although, in
addition there are some very small ports, but those are
basically fishing harbours. Hence, an additional major
port (Port Mohammad Bin Qasim) was planned and developed
which became operational in September, 1960.
2.4. PORT MOHAMMAD BIN QASIM
It is located about 50 kilometers south west of Karachi.
It evolved as a result of a master plan with multi purpose
facilities. It is an industrial port. Besides iron ore and
coal berth there are seven multi purpose berths. This port
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is not handling any dangerous cargo of any significance
and as such this port shall not be dealt in any detail
except in general context with reference,to ports. Besides
being a new port, it can adopt to any new trend of cargo
flow including dangerous substances. However, it would be
wise on the part of port planners to keep their options
open and keep in mind for future plans about the handling
and storage of dangerous and hazardous cargoes in port
areas.
2.5. KARACHI PORT
It is a natural port and started functioning in about
1838. Over the period it has grown gradually to its
present position. It has four tanker berths for the
imports of crude oil, fuel oil, refined oil, petroleum
products, edible oils, chemicals and export of molasses
and neptha. These tanker berths are located,in the lower
part of the harbour and quite separate from dry cargo
berths. There are 28 dry cargo berths situated in the
upper part of the harbour out of which ,17 berths are
located on the east wharf and 11 berths on west wharf. All
general cargo in break bulk, containers, ro-ro vessels,
etc, are handled there. In addition there are few mooring
and a vessel has to discharge her commercial cargo of
explosives (class 1) before moving in to the upper part of
the harbour.
The amount of cargo tonnage handled in Karachi port has
been increasing over the years and as per statistics chart
of Traffic department of Karachi Port Trust is as follows:
1976 - 77
1981 - 82

9590762
15137376
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M.Tons
M.Tons

1987

88

17718035

M.Tons

Consequently due to the above trend of increased handling
of cargo tonnage the port has experienced a big growth of
dangerous and hazardous cargo tonnage as well, as can best
be seen from the extracts of the above mentioned chart.

Liquid bulk

a

1976-77

1961-82

1987-88

4270439

7127092

7957760 M.Tons

186607
15410

397286 M.Tons
10762 M.Tons
46433 M.Tons

7329009

8412241 M.Tons

(petroleum products)
23180
cotton
49971
Oil cake
Chemicals(imports)11042
Totals

4354632

2.6. HANDLING OF DANGEROUS GOODS IN PORT AND ADJACENT
AREAS (EXPORTS)
Pakistan's main export is cotton and only a negligible
quantity of other dangerous goods are exported, therefore
only cotton shall be discussed in detail.
The procurement agents (buyers) obtain cargo from ginning
factories and bring cargo to Thole Produce Yard (T.P.X)
area and hand over the cargo to cotton export corporation,
which manages the bulk of cotton exports.The cotton can be
exported by private parties also.
Exporters or shippers hire clearing and forwarding agents
who complete all formalities. The shipping agency books
the cargo. The cargo movement is forwarded to Karachi Port
Trust (K.P.T) and terminal operators. The fire fighting
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ai^rangements are made by K.P.T. The cargo loading programs
are submitted by the shipping agency to mercantile marine
department who specifies laid down conditions for stowage
on board. Inspections are carried out on board by
government surveyors to certify conditions prior departure
for safety.
2.6.1. THOLE PRODUCE YAMD (T.P.X) AREA
This is a restricted area, located near the port and
serves as a warehouse prior shipment. There are few sheds
on plinths which mostly are very old. The remaining
plinths do not have covered sheds. There is an additional
open area allocated, nearby known as new T.P.X. The present
capacity is for 662376 bales <120432 m.tons). It is
connected to hinterland by rail and road.
PROBLEMS
.1. The T.P.X. was designed in 1913 when all the
transportation was done by railway wagons. The transport
pattern has changed and now 90 % of cargo is brought by
trucks, trailers and only 10% by railway wagons. The
loaded weight of a truck is 13-15 tons and of loaded
trailer about 40-50 tons. They cannot easily maneuver
because of narrow passages. Sometimes'''’exce^^"^s in such a
way that they have to improvise ways by putting planks and
bags in between rail tracks to pass the truck or trailer.
Occasionally due to excessive load of trailers the rail
track gets deshaped or deformed and subsequently causes
derailment of engine and wagons.
.2. The approach road widths are very narrow. Only one
trailer is allowed and possible to pass. In case of fire.
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the fire tender cannot pass through unless the trailer in
way moves out which is difficult at times and takes quite
a while. The time factor is very crucial in such
emergencies.
.3. Most of the cotton bales are not fully covered by
hesian cloth, hence fluffs can be seen all over the yard.
This is contrary to the rules which require that the bales
should be covered with hesian or cloth and that no bales
should emit loose cotton. There is a fire hazard with
these loose fluffs.
.4. Most of the cotton lies in the open, contrary to the
rules which require that they shall be stored in fully
covered, solid, fire proof and well ventilated sheds.
Godowns constructed or situated at a distance of 45 feet
from one another. When the cotton lies in the open, it
absorbs moisture from atmosphere in humid conditions
specially in the night and if, for long periods it is
stored in varying conditions, the chemical, microbial
reactions generate heat which may result in rise of
temperature or ignition. If condition of heat is hampered
due to any reason the chances of ignition of fire
increase.
.5. All engines locomotives, trucks, machines as per rules
in the restricted are.a are required to have muffled
exhausts to arrest the sparks and excessive smoke but
there had been many fires due to none existence of fire
arresters on engines as the distance of plinth is not
sufficient to prevent the sparks to die out before
reaching the cotton bales stowed on the plinth.
.6. Not more than 2000 bales at one time are supposed to
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be at east wharf or west wharf area before loading for
safety against fire but it is observed that the limit is
permitted to exceed at,times.
.7. The cotton bales are moved by private contractor's
trucks from T.P.X. to east wharf or west wharf for
shipment. The trucks earn by the number of trips/bales
they carry from T.P.X. to these wharves. The truck drivers
being illiterate do not realize the danger and if the
cargo is not unloaded immediately then they dump the cargo
and rush for the next trip.
.8. The labour and other irresponsible persons are seen
smoking sometimes in near vicinity of this cotton in port
where stuffing in containers is carried out. No agency
arrests them or penalizes them against such acts.
However, there are comprehensive set of rules for the
safety, security, storage, and stowage of cotton in the
port of Karachi issued by the administration through
government notification by statutory regulatory order
(S.P.O) 29 (KE9)/72 dated 8th December,1972. But the
actual practices are far from satisfactory and much
desired is still to be accomplished.
2.6.2. DANGEROUS GOODS SHED (IMPORTS)
There is a special area on Napier Moll Boat (N.M.B) wharf
to receive all the dangerous cargo and is called as
Dangerous Goods Shed (D.G. Shed. See Annex IX>. It is
located on the northern tip of the harbour on east wharf.
This used to be a relatively isolated area but as the port
grew, it has become an area bristling with activities all
around and is not any more an isolated area. This shed is
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very inadequate for the dangerous cargo received. In fact
the capacity is over utilized. The present D.G. Shed will
continue to operate with limited capacity; till such time
the baggage shed in adjoining area could be spared for the
purpose. Even after, if this baggage shed is acquired, it
will hardly be adequate to accommodate the entire quantity
of dangerous substances expected to arrive at the port.
Moreover, there are no facilities to receive any export
commodities in D.G. Shed. It is expected that export
cargoes will increase and that will have to be
accommodated in D.G. Shed prior to shipment in future.
The D.G. Shed is reasonably equipped with all fire
fighting equipment and has 30 automatic dry chemical
extinguishers in the ceiling and walls which actuate
automatically in case of fire. There is a sub-fire station
adjacent to the D.G. Shed. A fire tender is always on
stand-by near the D.G. Shed.
DECLARATION AND INWARD PROCEDURE
The port rules require that the master of a vessel through
his agent must inform port authorities at least 48 hours
prior to arrival, the complete description of dangerous
substances as to it's type, quantity and stowage, etc. and
same to be confirmed through ship's cargo manifest on
arrival.
According to the port rules, ail dangerous cargo is
required to be discharged overside into K.P.T barges. The
barges then come alongside the D.G. Shed where the cargo
is discharged and stored before delivery. There are four
barges of different capacities from 100 to 300 tons
capacity each. One is self propelled and the other 3
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barges have to be towed. These barges are unable to cope
up with the present demand. Sometimes even country barges
are allowed and used. This shortage of barges cause delay
to ships. In order to prevent the delay of the ships the
operations division of the port has categorized the
dangerous substances into four groups:
- Group 1

Very high risk cargo. IMDG class 1

- Group 2

(explosives);
High risk cargo of IMDG class 2 and 3

- Group 3

(inflammable liquids);
Low risk cargo of IMDG class 4,5,6,6,9

- Group 4

(inflammable solids, oxidizing agents,
corrosives and miscellaneous); and
IMDG class 7 (radio active material)
(Baundry, 1988)

The handling of these cargoes is done as follows:
Group 1. Explosives (commercial use). Vessels are not
allowed to come alongside the berth. The vessel is moored
first on the southern most fixed mooring near the entrance
of the harbour. The explosives are then discharged into
special explosive barges which will in turn be moored into
an isolated area (sandspit channel) pending clearance. The
barges are then towed for delivery of cargo to a special
area at berth no 24. It is then directly loaded on wagons/
trailers and immediately cleared from the port area. The
explosives are not allowed to land on the wharf itself.
The whole area is cleared of any other cargo and cordoned
off.
Ebcplosives (Defense). In view of various qualities
imported in a single shipment, the explosives cannot be
handled in normal port rules. The port rules are relaxed
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and such vessels carrying defense explosives may be
berthed at berth no 21 and 24, west wharf, and the
explosives are loaded into wagons or trucks for immediate
removal. For this purpose the government of Pakistan has
indemnified the Karachi port vide letter No.12/62/80/Log.3
<B-665)/D-4 <A-4) dated 31-3-62 issued by the ministry of
defense against all clause damages etc.
(Fazellani, 1965 a)
Group 2. Dangerous cargoes of IMEX3 Code class 2 and 3 are
discharged from ship to over-side barges by the stevedores
labour under supervision of K.P.T. inspectors. There after
the cargo is handled by K.P.T. labour. The barges are
brought near the D.G. Shed and then the cargo is
redischarged and stowed into D.G. Shed. Though this
process involves double handling of cargo, it is said to
be more safe as it avoids congested traffic of the port.
But this process could be argued as it involves double
handling and additionally, increases the period of stay of
dangerous goods in the port and both factors contribute to
additional risks. A closer look, would revel a number of
disadvantages which normally off set the advantages:
swell, wind and tide cause ship and barges to move, thus
providing unsafe working platforms and occasionally
producing sparks; the cargo has to be worked with ship's
gear; and barges could be wet and a segregation of the
class may be difficult to observe, difficult access for
the emergency services in case of an accident. Double
handling would also increase costs and a port should
provide an economical service to its users. Therefore the
Karachi Port Management is well advised to re-examine this
practice. Nevertheless, certain dangerous goods would
require special loading or discharging place, in
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particular some explosives.
Group 3. The cargo is required to be discharged overside
into K.P.T. barges, but as there is a shortage of barges,
so it is allowed to discharge the IMDG class 4,5,6,8 and 9
cargoes direct into the trucks and then taken to D.G.
Shed for storage and subsequent delivery.
Group 4. All radio active material of IMDG class 7 is
discharged and given direct delivery to consignee under
the supervision of Atomic Energy Commission of Pakistan.
Although dangerous goods are classified in different
classes in IMEX3 Code, the class is not in relation with
the degree of danger, but only with the type of danger.
There are extremely dangerous substances in all classes,
and the degree of danger is indicated either by sub
classes (in class 1) or packaging groups:
I. High hazard;
II. Medium hazard; and
III. Low hazard
EXAMPLES

.1. Explosive substances and articles of class I, division
1.4 are certainly less dangerous than many other
substances in other classes.
.2. A tank vehicle carrying liquefied Propylene exploded
in Spain (Los Alfaques, July 1978) because it was
overfilled. The explosion resulted in fireball some 200
yards in diameter which was so intense than that more than
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yards in diameter which was so intense than that more than
150 people in a camp site next to the road were burnt to
death. The devastation spread for 400 yards in all
directions.
Such an accident would be fatal to a ship or in a port
area, while a container of substances or articles of
divisions 1.3 or 1.4 would only present a "minor" hazard
of explosion, even if involved in a fire, and the fire
could probably be extinguished.
.3. Similarly, Methyl Isocyanate class 3.2 is inflammable,
highly toxic and may cause explosion and much more
dangerous than substances of divisions 1.3 or 1.4.(Bhopal
Gas incident)
.4. Hydrocyanic Acid Aqueous solutions class 6.1 are
highly toxic substances, specially those which are toxic
by inhalation, are extremely dangerous. Although a leakage
or a fire would not entail damage to the ship or harbour
installations, it would entail the death of many human
lives, and on board a ship, of all those who are not
using a self contained breathing apparatus at that time,
if they breath the vapour.
.5. Organic Peroxide Type B, Liquid class 5.2 is at least
as dangerous as a substance of class division 1.3.
.6. Sodium with water (which is likely to occur in a sea
environment) may cause explosion of the whole cargo.
.7. Dinitrophenolates, Wetted, Class (4.1). If there is a
leakage the substance dries and becomes a division 1.1
substance with a mass explosion hazard. In addition, it is
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cargo than many cargoes in class 2 or 3.2.
These examples of various classes show that the way this
categorization is done into four groups of IMDG Code
Classes is wrong. It is strongly suggested that this
Grouping should immediately be cancelled, otherwise, it
could cause a disaster.
2.6.4 STORAGE AT DANGEROUS GOODS SHED
Pakistan has adopted the IMDG Code with all amendments and
implemented them in September 1973, accordingly the Code
has been incorporated in the port rules too. So all
dangerous cargo which is brought to D.G. Shed is supposed
to be segregated, stacked and stowed in proper
compartments according to the IMDG Code. Though efforts
are made by the supervisory staff to follow the IMDG Code
but due to shortage of .space the actual practices observed
are far from desirable. Certain cargoes which are supposed
to be in separate compartments were seen stowed just few
feet away from each other. Some cargoes of class 2 and 3
which were brought by barges, overflowed due to space
shortage and seen stowed near the compound wall in the
open on loose ground and near by through traffic was
passing. Nitro cellolus base compound, highly inflammable,
and used in films was lying in the open in ambient
temperature where as it should be stowed in cooling
compartments. TEL and TML compound drums (anti knocking
compound used in petrol in special drums) which are
supposed to be one high were seen over stowed by a second
tier. For the containers which are brought near D.G. Shed
for de-stuffing, no orderly segregation of containers was
seen as required by the IMDG code.
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D.G, Shed being a transit point the storage of cargo for
any length of time is discouraged. Consignees are urged to
take quick delivery.of their cargo. The demmurage charges
are high for the cargo which is not cleared with in 24
hours of landing. The average period of goods remaining in
D.G. Shed is about 5 to 6 days. But there are cases where
goods stay for longer periods of even about 6 to 8 weeks,
mainly because of custom formalities, documentation, etc.
2.6.5 CAE?BIDE HUTS
It is located in Mansfield Yard (M.I. Yard) at West Wharf.
These huts are specially designed with reinforced concrete
structures with blast proof capability. The calcium
carbide discharged from ships is stowed here pending
clearance.
2.6.6. DAMAGED DANGEROUS GOODS
The port does not accept any damaged packages of dangerous
substances as a safety measure. The damaged packages are
retained on board until repaired or leakage stopped. Then
these packages are surveyed and certified for acceptance
by a surveyor.. Badly damaged packages are generally
rejected. This practice endangers the safety of a ship
which has much more limited resources than the port itself
and is contrary to the norms of an efficient port.
2.6.7. FIRE FIGHTING
The port has a very efficient fire fighting unit. There
are seven fire stations located at suitable points and
provide complete coverage of Port and adjoining areas.
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The fire fighting unit has sufficient fire tenders
(water, foam and dry powder type), foam monitors of 200
gallons, mobile foam units of 40 galls, high expansion
foam generator, mini high expansion foam generator.
Carbon di oxide (C02) installations in power houses and
in all sub-stations.
Each workshop, shed, office is protected by various
types of fire extinguishers. About 5000 fire
extinguishers are maintained.
Anti contamination protective clothing, fire fighting
suits, self contained breathing apparatus, etc.
Towing vehicle and special equipment carrier.
Multi jet foam inductors. Variable in-line foam
inductors.
Light trailer pumps. Heavy trailer pumps.
Hydraulic platforms. Light fire engine.
Fire fighting snorkel to reach a height of 85 feet.
Sabil is a fire fighting floating unit. It can operate
up to 50 miles at sea. It is a complete fire fighting
station with a capacity of 5000 gallons Of foam (protein
f oam).
Fire hydrants are available at every 50 feet distance
throughout the port.
A ring main system exists in the T.P.X. area which
remains pressurized from the over head tank of 40000
gallons capacity. About 172 hydrants are installed at
suitable distances on the ring main system. This ring
main system is further extended to new T.P;X. area with
an addition of 32 hydrants.
A ring main system is also on East VRiarf with 306 fire
hydrants, suitably spaced on all plinths and roadways.
An automatic ring main system has been installed in the
West Wharf with 90 fife hydrants from berth 21 to 24
suitably spaced. Additional hydrants are added to the
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system extending to other berths.
- Radio fire alarm system have 60 points located in port
areas and T.P.X. and if at one point the button is
pressed the alarm goes on with light indications on
board and sound activates on V.H.F. system of fixed and
mobile units 1
- Elaborate fire fighting arrangements have been provided
on Oil piers as well. However, aquas film forming foam
(AFFF) is not available at the moment.
2.6.8. DEVELOPMENT PLANS OF KARACHI PORT
The current development plan for the port is the 5th
development project and is known as Western Backwaters
Complex (See Annex X).It is planned to build a modern
container terminal here. A peripheral trunk road is also
planned to be built under this scheme which will connect
it directly with Super Highway (main highway) and thus
shall have direct access to inner part of the country.
The operation department responsible for handling of all
cargo in port area reailized the difficulties and problems
of dangerous substance handling and stowage at D.G. Shed
and had drawn the timely attention of the planning and
development division of the port and had suggested to keep
provisions while under taking the works of fifth
development project (Western Backwaters Complex) for a
suitable dangerous cargo jetty associated with a suitable
warehouse for handling the dangerous cargo. But it seems
that no serious consideration is given to their suggestion
as apparently there does not exist any such plan.
Secondly, cotton is the main export and main foreign
exchange earning component. Yet no plans are made to
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re-develop the T.P.X. of which conditions are explained
earlier.
In brief the planning and development division of K.P.T.
has not kept any provisions in their development plans for
dangerous substances, neither for exports nor for imports.
2.6.9. FIRE ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS IN KARACHI PORT AREA
.1. There was a serious fire in Dangerous Goods Shed in
1977. The fire was in Dinitroso Penta Methylene Tetramine
(D.P.T) drums which is used as a blowing agent in rubber
industries. Apart from the loss to property and cargo
worth millions of rupees, there was great danger to
general public residing in the vicinity due to explosion
and chemical reaction caused by fire. The thick clouds of
smoke, a combination of mixed chemicals, endangered public
health and caused panic among them (T/C-6/33/1390 dated
12.2.1981)
.2. Fires in T.P.X.
Year
1S>83
1984
1985
1986
1987

No of cotton bales Damaged

Approximate value.
Rs. 1500000
Rs. 410000
Rs.13655000
Rs. 5520000
Rs.
60000

300
82
2731
1104
12

(The value of one bale is taken as Rs.5000 approximately)
(Statistics from T.P.X. records)
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.3. Fires in T.P.X. and port

(see Annex V)

(from K.P.T. Fire Service Station records)
These incidents reflect the way we manage our port. Even
these figures go no where describing, what is actually
happening in our port but do go a long way in describing
that something might be seriously wrong. The losses of
cargo and property in recent years should give us ail ,
reason to pause and reflect as just what must be done.
What is more disconcerting is the fact that when comparing
these practices found in the other ports of the world with
that of our own port, it seems to me to be a very large
difference in concept and practice. The above tables give
some idea of what we are faced with. These losses should
be unacceptable to us and lessons must be learnt from
these incidents. (See Annex VIII)
2.7. PROBLEMS OF KAE?ACHI PORT
.1. General
As noted by Karsten Brunings (1988 a) in his paper on
"Personnel training in the transport of dangerous goods in
port of developing countries", the port of Karachi like
any other port in a developing country has faced three
major influencing factors in the last three decades which
have had a decisive effect on the safe transport, handling
and storage of dangerous substances:
- There have been drastic changes , innovations and
developments in maritime transport technologies, e.g.
containerization and other types of specialized ships to
carry special port handling facilities;
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- Advancement in technologies especially in the chemical
field have caused an enormous increase in different
types of chemicals, also their qualities and other
dangerous substances carried at sea.
Another problem which became chronic is lack of skilled
labour and the lack of specialized training of port
personnel at all levels to meet the challenges of new
technologies; and
- Extensions of ports very often change the general lay
out of the port which mostly do not conform to the
original planning. This sometimes changes the utility
concept of certain areas with in the port, i.e. an
isolated remote area of port used for dangerous cargo
became the center of operational activities and thus
became unsuitable for that purpose. These factors caused
problems. Now in order to keep the port in competitive
operational conditions the port management had
concentrated the port investments in adoption to these
changes in technologies and left safety matters to
secondary interest or over looked.
.2. Specific Problems:
- Out dated Government and port regulations;
- Inadequate legal framework and administrative
procedures;
- Hesitation on the part of officials responsible for
proposing legislation and framing regulations (because
of encountering enormous difficulties in the process) to
propose new legislation/regulations to meet the modern
demands.
These points about legislation/regulations shall be
discussed in detail in the next chapter;
- Lack of awareness on the part of port policy makers and
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planners;
Extension of port which was not in line with the
original planning;
None availability of special training programs;
Unskilled and illiterate labour/transporters;
Out dated storage and transport facilities at T.P.X;
Improper location and lack of storage facility at
D. G.Shed;
No facility to accommodate export commodities of
dangerous substances in D.G. Shed, i.e. sulphuric acid,
etc;
No safety department. No safety officer with any
judicial powers;
No contingency plans;
No stowage plan or manifest is provided to port fire
service, to know the nature of cargo and the type of
fire to be fought in case of an emergency;
Use of other barges specially the country craft; and
Country craft loading cotton in vicinity of D.G. Shed
and fluffs scattered all around.
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CHAPITER

3

LEOI S LATI ON
3.1. PURPOSE OF LEGISLATION
The purpose of legislation for the carriage of dangerous ,
substances is to provide the legal framework to conduct
operations in a safe manner for:
- The safe transportation, handling, and stowage on ships
and in ports;
- To fulfill her legal obligations as a port state and as
a flag state;
- To facilitate foreign trade; and
- To achieve part of a country's economic objectives.
To achieve these objectives:
It is necessary to regulate the relationship of all
parties involved in maritime transport. Thus rule should
cover all concerned interests, i.e. safety of port,
cargoes, ships, and all personnel involved in
transportation, handling and stowage. For this purpose, it
is important that a state adopt laws on two aspects:
.1. The safe transportation, handling and stowage in
ports; and
.2. The carriage of dangerous substances by various types
of ships.
Finally, it is important to provide for rules of
procedure, e.g. the detention of vessels for non
compliance as a measure of safety and to solve other
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possible conflicts between the parties involved,

etc.

The purpose of laws and regulations for the transportation
, handling and stowage of dangerous substances can only be
achieved with adequate knowledge of these regulations by
all parties concerned. It would then enable them to
discharge their individual responsibilities with utmost
care and would mean an effective implementation.
Thus in brief these laws would then enable a country to
achieve her economic objectives, carrying out of her
trade, comply with her legal obligations and achieve
safety of port, ships, environment and personnel involved
in transportation, handling and stowage.
3.1.1. LEGISLATIVE STRUCTURE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.
Developing countries lack the legislative structure. The
old legislation/regulations for the carriage of dangerous
substances were made to serve the needs of that time with
conventional ships, small ports, and very little variety
of dangerous substances. In the first half of this century
international maritime law in the form of international
conventions, protocols, and other legal instruments were
not so much in existence as today and a country did not
have to comply with so many legal obligations.
The present concept and mode of maritime transport has
been totally changed by various types of specialized
ships, special purpose built ports, i.e. container
terminals, oil terminals, etc. requiring specialized
handling facilities and in addition large quantities of
ever evolving new dangerous substances.
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In order to cope with the demands of these modern
developments various international conventions, protocols,
and other legal instruments have come into existence,
making it obligatory for compliance by parties to these
conventions. This could only be achieved by making them a
part of a national legislation in one form or the other.
The old legislation/regulations which usually contained
provisions for explosives and petroleum to a limited
extent are totally outdated. Therefore the handling
'
operations and storage practices which are based on
outdated administrative and regulatory procedures have to
be updated or changed. In all fairness any administration
with lack of adequate legal support can not achieve safety
and efficiency in transportation, handling and stowage
of dangerous substances. I^rsten Brunings (1988 a) netted
in his paper that, "Developing countries and their ports
often lack the legislative, educational and administrative
structure which would enable them to keep pace with the
presently experienced radical changes of technology".
So there is a need which could not be over emphasized that
a country should have a legislative frame work and
uptodate regulations for her ports and ships to meet the
present day requirements and the two must have
compatibility and harmonization to meet her legal
requirements and smooth operational practices.
3.1.2. DRAFTING OF NEW LEGISLATION
Maritime administrations of developing countries must
fulfill their obiigations/responsibi1ities and draft
either new appropriate legislation or revise/update the
existing one for the carriage, handling and stowage of
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dangerous substances which subsequently should be followed
by a subsidiary legislation for details and application.
International conventions provide material which may be
adopted into national legislation. Additionally examples
could be followed from maritime legislation for dangerous
substances in other countries. Care must be taken that
foreign laws are not necessarily designed to serve the
same purposes. A foreign law may be very clear, complete
and consistent; yet there is no guarantee that it will
serve the national objectives.
3.1.3. BASIC APPROACH FOR LEGISLATION
It is important that relevant policy issues are clearly
defined and brought into line before drafting any new
legislation for the carriage of dangerous substances. This
will help the policy makers to set their priorities, and
if required, establish a hierarchy of policy objectives.
This will provide required consistency of both policy and
law and therefore prevent situations whereby a particular
law serves a particular policy objective, but runs counter
to other objectives.
After the policy has been developed the question would be
whether the policy requires a legislative action or not.
The answer would then depend on the country's legal system
and the policy matter at stake.
It would be an advantage, if the approach is systematic
tem
(“A
and to avoid as much as possible an ad-hoc legislation
designed for problems at hand. An ad-hoc legislation
usually inhibits an overall policy and may create just the
situation of serving an objective while running counter to
another. Additionally, its existence may be impediment to
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future legislation.
The legislation for dangerous substances of a country can
either be made in the form of a code or alternatively by
separate acts. A code has the practical advantage that all
provisions are contained in a single text and available
for easy reference and consultation. But drafting of a
code is an elaborate job and requires time and this may
cause delay in passing the legislation by law makers.
Separate acts have the advantage that legislation can be
enacted quickly for subjects which require urgent
attention. But this method has the problem in practical
application as the legislation and regulations are
scattered in bits and pieces which makes it difficult to
find which acts are in force and which acts have been
repealed or substituted. However, if this system already
exists, then it would be advisable that each separate act
be prepared according to a coordinated maritime
legislative program and different subjects be dealt with
in an agreed sequence.
In both cases it would be advisable
provisions which should be embodied
(Act) and for technical details and
it should be covered by a secondary

to separate the basic
in primary legislation
practical application
legislation

(regulations). This has an advantage that the regulations
can be amended and updated as and' when required without
having to amend the primary legislation.
Many countries due to enormous complication have decided
to resort to the former method, by making comprehensive
sets of regulations passed by an act and this act would
then replace all the old acts. Once passed and enforced.
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this becomes more practical and simple for easy reference.
To make these regulations more understandable and simple
the administration further issues guidelines to these
regulations which are easy and simple to understand and
could easily be followed by all parties involved in the
carriage of dangerous substances. United Kingdom can be
quoted as an example which has enacted an act in such a
way.
"The Dangerous substances in Harbour Areas Regulations
1987", which came into force on 1.6.1987. These
regulations are further clarified in a booklet "A Guide to
Dangerous substances in Harbour Areas Regulations 1987".
This publication HS(R)27 is from the Health and Safety
Division.
Then there is a booklet "An Approved Code of Practi.ce for
the Dangerous Substances in Harbour Areas Regulation -1987"
This code has been prepared following joint discussions
between representatives of the confederation of British
Industry, the Trade Union Congress, local authorities. The
British Ports Association, Government Departments and the
Health and Safety Executive (HSE).
To supplement further, there is another booklet
"Guidelines for Safe Warehousing". This publication is
from Chemical Industries Association for safe warehousing
of hazardous substances. These publications all together
are very comprehensive, easy for reference and could be
followed as a model.
3.1.4. LAW AND CONVENTION
If the law is related to areas covered by an international
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convention then it should be drafted to facilitate
possible adaptation and implementation of those
conventions and their subsequent amendments. In the
adaptation of a convention two situations may occur:
- According to monastic view of international law, the
convention becomes part of the law through the act of
ratification or accession. Principally the implementing
regulation required is then limited; and
- In the dualistic concept of international law, the
convention becomes part of the national legislation only
after full scale implementing legislation has been
adopted.
Again the matter may be different depending on the
convention. Some conventions contain self executing
provisions, i.e. the obligation there in rests on the
private parties in a state party to the convention, once
the convention has entered into force. Therefore, in
principle no implementing legislation is required for seif
executing provisions to become binding on all concerned
nationals. It is prudent to consider this while ratifying
of a convention and its subsequent implementation.
It could be poss-ible that an international convention may
not be self sustaining, in which case it is necessary to
enforce rules so as to render the -convention fully
applicable. If separate national legislation is needed for
implementation, then the best way would be to annex to the
act the technical rules adopted under the relevant
convention as a schedule to the act. This would then
facilitate the incorporation of subsequent amendments to
the convention into national legislation. But the approach
may not be feasible in all legal systems. Other
possibilities could be to draft subsidiary legislation in
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which the technical rules are. incorporated. In order
to facilitate the future adaptation of the legislation to
amendments of the convention, it would be advisable to
change as little as possible in substance and order of the
technical rules of a convention when incorporating them in
national legislation. (Economic and social Commission for
Asia and Pacific, 1984)
3.1.5. JURISDICTION
When the laws and conventions are considered then the
concept of jurisdiction has to be clearly understood.
Jurisdiction have different concepts in private
international law and in public international law.
In private international law, jurisdiction refers to the
question which court in which country may adjudicate a
case and which law applies to the case.
In public international law, the legislative jurisdiction
denotes the power of a state to set rules on certain
matters and persons, and enforcement jurisdiction denotes
the power a state has to enforce the national regulations
including the power of physical interference and the
competence of a state's courts to prosecute violation. It
is hardly possible that a country would have enforcement
jurisdiction without legislative jurisdiction. The
enforcement jurisdiction emphasizes the power to enforce
rules set by a country, which rule could only be enacted
if a country has the power to do so, i.e. legislative
jurisdiction.
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3.2. CURRENT LEGISLATION/REGULATIONS
The handling of dangerous substances in the ports of
Pakistan is governed under six different pieces of
legislation. These are:
- Explosives Act 1884 (IV of 1884);
- Port Act XV of 1908;
- Petroleum Act 1934;
- The Dangerous Cargo Act 1953;
- Merchant Shipping Act 1894; and
- Merchant Shipping (amendment) Act 1923.
The government, under the powers conferred by these acts,
makes regulations and enforces them through gazette
notification. These regulations are usually in the form of
statutory regulatory order with a serial number.
3.2.1. EXPLOSIVE ACT 1884 (IV of 1884)
According to section 4 of the Pakistan Explosive Act 1884
the term "Explosive" means
Gun Power, Nitro Glycerine, Dynamite, Gun Cotton, Blasting
Powder, Fulminate of Mercury or of other metals, Coloured
fires, and every other substance whether similar to those
above mentioned or not, used for manufacture with a view
to produce a practical effect by an explosion, or a
pyrotechnic effect and includes Fog Signals, Fire Works,
Fuse Rockets, Percussion Cap Detonator, Cartridges,
Ammunition of all descriptions and every adaptation or
preparation of any explosive as defined above and as
mentioned in the IMDG Code.
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Section 5 of Explosive Act 1884, empowers the Government
to promulgate regulations. The Ministry of Industries by
notification No 1(11)-8(7)/54 dated 17th September, 1954
made rules relating to the transportation and importation
of explosives in the port of Karachi and are called "The
Karachi supplementary rules 1954". The rules are in
addition to Karachi supplementary explosive rules, 1940.
The provisions of the rule contain which in brief are:
- The rules apply to Port of Karachi and shall come into
force at once;
- Specifies that provisions of the rule shall not apply to
safety cartridges, Chinese crackers, magic wire
magnesium, brilliant matches and candles, etc;
- The Master is to give 48 hours notice prior to arrival
and is to submit a written declaration in case weight
exceeds 100 lbs;
- Vessels loading or discharging explosives in excess of
100 lbs shall be berthed at an explosive's mooring;
- Explosives in transit can be retained on board if
magazines are properly constructed and approved by
surveyor of mercantile marine department, with a police
guard to be on board and the key of the magazine to be
with the port authority;
- Vessels should display signals; by day a red flag and by
night a red light. Additionally all barges and vessels
are required to carry on deck a buoy 1.75 feet in length
1.11 feet in diameter with 15 fathoms of rope;
- Explosives in boats shall be carried in approved decked
boats and weight not to exceed 25 tons at any one time
in the boat; and
- Explosives shall only be landed at, loaded from or
deposited upon lighterage wharf no 22 or such other
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specified space.
(The Karachi Port Trust Manual, 1961)
Explosives in class 1 are subdivided into 5 classes
according to the hazards and are further divided into 12
Compatibility groups. There are altogether 34
classification Codes. Figures 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are Flow
charts which show how the classification is done. The
Compatibility qroup to a substance is assigned by UN
The explosives of today are complex and require special
rules and regulations. The contents of Annex I will
indicate the complexity and the various' special measures
required in transportation and handling of explosives.
As can be seen, the above mentioned regulations only set
the parameters for operations in a very general sense and
do not deal with explosives in any depth as required for
explosives with different sub-divisions of today. Hence
these regulations are totally outdated.
Many points need further consideration and among them are
a few mentioned below, i.e. after taking into account the
existing Explosive rules, IMDG Code and K.P.T manual:
.1. Specific requirement for the handling of explosives
should be established, having regard to the hazards
involved and the population density in the vicinity of the
port area and any other relevant circumstances.
.2. Regulations to differentiate handling with reference
to compatibility and hazard division.
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- Explosives of compatibility group L not to be
handled without a license in port area;
- Explosives of Compatibility group A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,
and K not to require a license unless the total
quantity of explosives exceed 10 Kilograms; and
“ Explosives of Compatibility group S and hazard
division 1.4 shall not be required to have a
license.
.3. Handling of deteriorated Explosives.
Because of the sensitivity of many explosives, special
conditions should be considered and agreed before any
explosives, which for any reason may have deteriorated or
undergone a change of condition that may materially
increase the hazards attended upon their conveyance or
handling, are moved in the port area. Such special
conditions should be agreed in written between the
designated port officer and the responsible person having
charge of the explosives. (IMO Publication, 1983)
.4. Electro explosive devices not to be allowed in port
unless so constructed and packed as to be safe for
carriage.
3.2.2. PORT ACT,1908 <XV of 1906)
Under the powers conferred by this act, the Federal
Government through gazette notification of the ministry of
communication (ports and and shipping wing) usually issues
a statutory regulatory order while framing or amending any
regulation concerning the port.
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The powers conferred by section 5 of Port Act, 1908 (XV of
1908) the Government through notification no. 12-P (85)/
39-1 dated 2nd May, 1940 defined the Karachi Port limits.
The powers conferred by clause (a) to (o) of sub section
(1) Of section 6 of Indian Port Act,1908 (XV of 1908), the
Federal Government through notification of Ministry of
Communication dated 1.10.1984 issued Statutory Regulatory
Order 43 (KE)/84, incorporating the IMDG code in Karachi
port rules. The same having been previously published as
required by sub-section (2) of said section, namely:In the aforesaid rules, after rule 91- A, the following |
rule inserted:"91- B". All dangerous goods shall be handled at the port
of Karachi as per IMO International Maritime Dangerous
Goods Code (IMDG Code) Classifications, as amended from
1
time to time, in accordance with the following rules:.1. Class 1 category goods pertains to the explosives only
and shall, as at present continue to be dischargeci at
Berths no 24 and 21 which berths are indemnified by the
Government.
.2. Dangerous goods of class 2 and 3 which pertain to
inflammable liquids and gases should continue to be
transported to the dangerous goods shed here-in-after
in this rule referred to as D.G. Shed, by barges only.
.3. Dangerous goods of class 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9, if in
containers (20 feet or 40 feet FCL or LCD may be
transported to D.G. Shed direct by trucks or trailers
except dangerous cargo having Flash Point below 91 degrees
F which may be transported by barges only.
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Full text of rule 91-B is shown in Annex VII.

The Karachi Port Trust is an autonomous body and is run by
a Board, which also has the powers under the same Port Act
of 1908 to make any bye-laws for its working procedures,
administrative rules, etc. The K.P.T. manual designed for
the traffic department was approved by the K.P.T. Board
vide resolution no. 391 dated 31.12.1970. The manual was
initially compiled from the rules and regulations
contained in various authorised publications and
departmental orders/circulars issued from time to time.
The manual contains the procedures and practices followed
by the traffic department and there are six chapters on
dangerous substances.
Chapter XVIII deals with dangerous/hazardous goods
excluding explosives and petroleum. This chapter covers:
.1. Definitions of dangerous goods;
.2. Dangerous cargo register to maintain the record of
dangerous cargo; and
•3. Procedures for landing and shipment of dangerous goods
in Karachi port is laid down in rule 91 (a) framed under
the Port Act (XV) of 1908 duly amended which contains in
brief:
- The master of an arriving vessel shall declare the
dangerous goods, display the signals, make
arrangements for K.P.T. barges to discharge cargo and
all such goods shall be transported to N.M.B. wharf or
places as the traffic manager may generally direct. In
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the event of a K.P.T. barge not available for,the
above purpose the traffic inspector will make
arrangements to discharge the goods into other barges
then to be discharged at D.G. Shed;
- Vessels with dangerous goods to proceed to wharf or
swinging mooring subject to the conditions laid down
under the rule;
- 48 hours notice before arrival of dangerous goods
either from sea or inland;
- The agents of vessel and the owners of boats and
barges are responsible to comply with the regulations;
and
- Other general provisions to include precautions
against pilferage of dangerous cargo, reception of
dangerous goods into patrol barge, storage of
dangerous goods, preparation of landing report,
delivery of dangerous goods and examination of
dangerous goods.
(Fazellani, 1985 b)
Chapter XIX deals with Arms and Ammunition. The provisions
are for landing and shipment of packages of arms and
ammunition, care to be exercised in unloading and storage
of calcium carbide in the carbide hut.
Chapter XX deals with handling of calcium-carbide. The
provisions contain a preliminary note for procedures of
handling of the calcium carbide on the wharf. The
precautions prescribed under Government notification
general departments no 2692, dated the 4th May, 1906.
Chapter XXI deals with handling of matches. The provisions
contain for discharging, subject to the provisions of Bye
law no 6 of the K.P.T. General Bye-laws for packages
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containing matches, process of discharge, demurrage dates
documentation and delivery.
Chapter XXII deals with the handling of Explosives which
has already been discussed.
Chapter XXIII deals with the handling of Petroleum which
shall be mentioned later.
The manual is basically designed for the operational
requirements for the staff of traffic department and
serves the purpose well. It can be said that it is more of
a commercial oriented nature, i.e. dealing with discharge,
delivery, demurrage, documentation, etc. But it lacks in
technical depth as the regulations mentioned there in are
mostly outdated. However, it does not pre-empt the
excellent work put into the manual otherwise. In fact this
is the only comprehensive document where most of the
regulations are compiled together. It could have been
a very useful document, if the regulations mentioned there
were not outdated.
3.2.3. THE DANGEROUS CARGO ACT, 1953.
An Act (to make further provisions) the safety of ports in
respect of the transit, working and storage of dangerous
cargoes and matters incidental there to;
Where as it is expedient (to make further provisions for)
the safety of ports in respect of- transit, working and
storage of dangerous cargoes and matters incidental there
to;
It is hereby enacted as follows:
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1. <1) This act may be called the dangerous cargoes Act,
1953;
(2) It extends to whole of Pakistan; and
(3) It shall come into force at once;
2. In this act:
(1) "Dangerous cargoes", means any cargoes containing;
(a) Any goods shown as explosives which are included
in the classified list of Government Explosives
compiled and issued by the Explosive Stowage and
Transport committee which has been accepted and
approved by the Central Government or any
ammunition; or
(b) Petroleum as defined in clause (a) of section 2
of the Petroleum Act, 1934, when the flash point
(F.P) of such.petroleum is below 150 degrees
Fahrenheit (XXX of 1934);
(c) Prohibited dangerous goods, which are classified
as dangerous in the Government Stowage Industries
as revised from time to time by Board of Trade or
the Ministry of Transport in the United Kingdom
and accepted, modified or supplemented by the
Central Government; or
(d) Any cargoes which are liable to fire or explosion
and which are declared by the Central Government
by notification in the official Gazette to be
dangerous cargoes for the purpose of this Act.
(2) Definition of Fortress Commander.
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.3. The Central Government may make such orders as appears
to it to be necessary or expedient for securing the
safety of any port and preventing or dealing with
explosions and fires on vessels carrying dangerous
cargoes with in the limits of any port, and generally
for the transit working and storage of dangerous
cargoes and matters incidental there to.
.4

<1) The Central Government may by notification in the
official Gazette, make such rules as appear to it
to be necessary or expedient for carrying the
purposes of this Act into effect.
(2) Without prejudice to the generality of the
foregoing power such rules may provide for all or
any of the following;
(a) The constitution, mobilization, enrollment,
discipline, equipment, duties, privileges and
protection of fire brigades and fire services in
or or near any port;
(b) The powers to be conferred and duties to be
imposed on any officer or authority for the
purposes of this Act; and
<c) The mobilization and control of any Government,
State or Municipal service, or private
organization, by the Fortress Commander in the
event of the declaration of any emergency or
apprehended emergency due to fire or explosion.

.5. Declaration of an emergency.
.6. Powers of the Commander—in~Chief of the Pakistan navy.
.7. Delegation of power by Commander-in—Chief of the
Pakistan Navy.
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.8. Powers of deputy Conservator of the port.

.9. (1) Any contravention of or attempt to contravene, and
any abetment of or attempt to abet the
contravention of any provision of this Act, or the
rules made thereunder or any order under this
rules shall be punishable with imprisonment for a
term which may extend to two years or with fine
which may extend to five thousand rupees or with
both.
(2) For the purposes of this section failure to obey
the the provisions of any rule or order under this
Act shall be construed as a contravention of the
rule or order.
.10. The police may arrest without warrant any person
committing an offense under this Act.
.11.(1) No order made in exercise of any power conferred
by or under this Act be called to question by any
court.
(2) When an order purports to have been made and
signed by any officer or any authority in exercise of
any power conferred by or.under this Act the court
shall, within the meaning of the Evidence Act, 1872,
presume that such order was so made by that officer
or authority.
.12. Protection of action taken under this Act.
(Manager Publications, 1967)
The regulation* for the handling of cotton in the port
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area are also made under this act, which stipulate:
The powers conferred by section 3 of the Dangerous Cargo
Act, 1953 (v of 1953) , the Government through
notification of Ministry of political affairs and
communication (Directorate General of Ports and Shipping)
issued Statutory Regulatory Order S.R.O 29 (KE) 72, for
the safety, security, storage and stowage of cotton/other
goods in the port of Karachi.
These are very comprehensive set of regulations and all
aspects for cotton handling in port area including T.P.X.
are nearly covered.
3.2.4. THE PETROLEUM ACT 1934 (XXX OF 1934)
An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to the
import, transit, storage, production, refining and
blending of petroleum and other inflammable substances.
The act is further supplemented by petroleum rule 1937.
The subject of petroleum is briefly mentioned here as it
is not with in the scope of this work. However, it was
necessary to mention as legislation has to be mentioned in
the context of dangerous substances to point out the
missing requirements. The rules as described in K.P.T.
manual for the handling of petroleum are very outdated and
extensive improvements are desirable, ii.e. the regulations
do not cover requirements for the fitness of the vessel
with reference to, "IMO Code of Safe Practices for Solid
Bbulk Cargoes", "Gas Carrier Code for existing Ships",
"IMO Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships
carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk", "IMO Code for the
Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Liquified
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Gases in Bulk".
Though Pakistan is not yet a party to to MARPOL 73t7Q
convention which require the above mentioned codes but IBC
and IGC codes are also mandatory for new ships under SOLAS
74 regulation 2/54 and chapter VII. Since Pakistan is a
party to SOLAS 1974 Convention, so the fitness of the
vessel under SOLAS 1974 has to be covered.
3.2.5. MERCHANT SHIPPING ACT 1894.
The carriage, handling and stowage of dangerous goods on
board ships are done under the Merchant Shipping Act. The
first act which dealt with dangerous goods was British
Merchant Shipping Act 1894 of which Art 301 states:
.1. Subject to the provisions of this part of this Act as
to military stores, an emigrant ship shall not clear
outwards or proceed to sea, if there is on board:
(a) as cargo, any article which is an explosive with in
the meaning of the Explosives Act, 1875, or any
vitriol, lucifer matches, guano, or green hides, or
(b) either as cargo or ballast, any article or number of
articles which by reason of the nature, quantity, or
mode of stowage thereof are; either singly or
collectively, in the opinion of the emigration officer
at the port of clearance, likely to endanger the health
or lives of the steerage passengers or the safety of
the ship, or
(c) as cargo, horses or cattle or other animals mentioned
in the Thirteenth Schedule to this Act, except they
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are carried on the conditions stated in that schedule,
which shall have effect as if contained in this
section.
.2. If any requirement of this section is not complied
with in the case of any ship, the owner, charterer or
master of the ship or any of them, shall for each offence
be liable to a fine not exceeding three hundred pounds.
This Act is still in force in Pakistan and occasionally
referred as the mother Act. Various amendments to this
Act were made, which are in the form of Merchant shipping
(Amendment) Act 1923.
3.2.6. MERCHANT SHIPPING (AMENDMENT) ACT 1923.
The amendments made in Merchant Shipping (Amendment) Act,
1894 are described in this Act. So the amendments are in
fact regulations in addition to Merchant Shipping Act of
1894.
Sections 225 and 226 of Merchant Shipping Act, 1923 are
substituted by section 12 of Act, 8 of 1954 (Amendment to
dangerous cargo-Act 1953). This came into force from
1.5.1967 vide S.R.O (K) 167 dated 15.4.1967. Section 225
deals with the carriage of dangerous goods and states:
"225. (1) The

central Government may make rules for

regulating in the interests of safety the carriage
of dangerous goods in ships to which this section
applies;
(2) This section applies to:
(a) Ships registered in Pakistan;
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(b) Other ships while they are within any port in
Pakistan or are embarking or disembarking
passengers within the territorial waters of
Pakistan or are leading or discharging dargo or
fuel within these waters; and
(c) If any of the rules made in pursuance of this
section is not complied with in relating to any
ship, the owner or master of the ship shall be
liable to a fine which may extend to three
thousand rupees and the ship shall be deemed
for the purpose of this part an unsafe ship.
Merchant Shipping Acts of 1694 and 1923 are totally
outdated and has resulted in outdated Administrative
procedures. Most nations (ex British colonies) who were
following these Acts have repealed and replaced them with
new ones. Pakistan should also adopt a new comprehensive
Merchant Shipping Act to cope with modern demands. It is
important that this Act should not be an Amendment Act but
rather it should be a fully new comprehensive consolidated
Act to replace the old Acts.
3.2.7. PROPOSED DRAFT BILL 1987.
As can be seen that these provisions are far too short
to meet the present day requirements. Hence, the
administration has drafted a proposed draft bill 1987.
Art 412-417 of this bill deals with the carriage of
dangerous goods.
Exporters (consignnor) of dangerous goods should be
required to accept the legal responsibility for the
identification, classification, packing, marking,
labelling, placarding and documentation of their
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consignment. Because consignor is obviously the person who
knows the nature of the goods and their potential hazards.
Their responsibilities are usually laid down according to
the mode of transport used in national and international
regulations. This part is not covered in the proposed
draft bill 1987. So, the following text is proposed to
be added after article 417 as article 418 in the proposed
draft bill 1987.
SPECIAL RULES ON DANGEROUS GOODS.
.1, The shipper must mark or label in a suitable manner
dangerous goods as dangerous.
.2. Where the shipper hands over dangerous goods to the
carrier or an actual carrier, as the case may be, the
shipper must inform him of the dangerous character of the
goods and, if necessary, of the precautions to be taken.
If the shipper fails to do so and such carrier or actual
carrier does not other wise have knowledge of their
dangerous character:
(a) the shipper is liable to the carrier and any actual
carrier for- the loss resulting from the shipment of
such goods, and
(b) the goods may at any time be unloaded, destroyed or
rendered innocuous, as the circumstances may require,
without payment of compensation.
.3. The provisions of para 2 of this Article may not be
invoked by any person, if during the carriage he has taken
the goods in his charge with the knowledge of their
dangerous character.
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.4. If, in case where the provisions of para 2, sub-para.
<b>, of this Article do not apply or may not be invoked,
dangerous goods become an actual danger to life or
property, they may be unloaded, destroyed or rendered
innocuous , as the circumstances may require, without
payment of compensation except where there is an
obligation to contribute in general average or where the
carrier
article
Hamburg
(Hardy,

is liable in accordance with the provisions of
5. Article 5 refers to Basis of Liability under
rules.
1988)

3.3. Summary
Maritime transport like all other sectors of modern life
is facing a whole variety of new revised regulatory
complexities and quite simply, a lack of awareness of
these would make an even an efficient maritime
administration, port management and finest mariner ill
prepared for the challenges of new law and changing marine
policy.
A high level Ministerial conference on maritime safety
held in Paris in 1982', resulted in the signing of the
Memorandum of Understanding on Port State control by 14
European states. Under the memorandum the signatory
states have agreed to carry out substantial inspections of
vessels in each other's ports to check on all safety
matters. Inspection rigor is escalated in accordance with
deficiencies found. Particular attention is given to
vessels carrying pollutant, dangerous, hazardous and
noxious cargoes (Gold, 1989).
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With these developments and reasons mentioned earlier, it
is highly desirable that maritime administration
must make comprehensive set of regulations or revise, up
date the existing regulations, not leaving any gaps or
loop holes, so that these regulations could cater the
modern aforesaid developments, match regulations of other
developed nations and to keep pace with new technology.
It is worthwhile to mention that the extended base of
maritime law has moved far beyond its traditional
commercial base and today, includes a number of important
aspects of the law of the sea, environmental law and law
an policy for dangerous and hazardous cargoes.
Maritime education and training curricula in place in most
states have not kept pace with this expansion. It is
stressed that maritime education and training must today
include a greatly increased portion of legal knowledge in
order to ensure the overall cpmplacency of those who
operate vessels or manage ports in an even more complex
maritime era. The subject of education and training
is dealt with more in depth in the next chapter. However,
it it is stressed here that with the development of
laws and regulations, there should simultaneously be,
education and training carried out at all levels to
achieve highest safety standards and give practical
meaning to the new regulations.
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EDUC AT I ON

AND

TERA INI NO

4.1. INTRODUCTION
4.1.1. Before discussing anything about Education and
Training, a common understanding of what is the basic
difference between Education and Training is important.
Besides a mere definition, which might be superfluous, the
awareness of complexity of training is necessary to follow
the arguments and proposals stated in this work.
Education is the basic knowledge about any subject
imparted or given to an individual or group of people.
For example, if you tell to some one that this type of
cargo is dangerous and that there are certain risks
attached to it which should be taken care off. Then this
is an education about that cargo. Where as, "Training is
the systematic development of attitudes, knowledge and
skills required by an individual in order to perform
adequately a given task or job." (Stammers and Patric,
1975). Taking the same above mentioned example of
dangerous cargo, if you explain further that this type of
cargo cannot be loaded with such and such cargoes and the
type of packing, labelling, placarding, quantity,
segregation and precautions to be taken then this can be
said as training. However, most people will agree that
a broader frame about training should be considered.
Fig 1: Allocation of Training to the safety and service.
Figure 1 shows the allocation of training to the
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Fig . 1
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objectives according to the common understanding and
it is evident that training should be governed by task
requirements. But looking at the real training environment
it can be seen that there are some other influencing
factors, too.
Fig 2: Governing Parameters of Training
Besides the objective and task requirements exist such
factors as:
- educational background;
- disposition and background of trainees
- costs;

- job benefits;
- future safe.ty/job/task development;
- Resources;
- National Interest;
- National/International obligations;
- Existing training devices;
- Existing Organizational Structure;
- Instructors available; and
- Applied methods
and, according to specific circumstances many others. If
and to what extent these factors could and should be
considered in training design depends on an individual
situation. Many thoughts are needed to design training but
most come after central question has been answered "What
requirements have to be fulfilled by an individual to cope
with a defined job or task and which deficiencies have to
be compensated by training efforts?" (Froese, 1989)
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Fig 2

TRAINING CONTENT

OBJECTIUE

. PRESENT/FUTURE REqUIREHENTS

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

. RESOURCES

JOB REQUIREHENTS

. NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS

TASK REQUIREHENTS

. NATIONAL INTERESTS
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4.1.2. The education and training of port personnel and
seafarers to meet the ever growing demands of a changing
situation in the handling of dangerous goods whether it is
a port or ship, which in its development continues to
become more sophisticated is a challenge which must be
faced by maritime nations whether developed or developing.
In developed Maritime States which are characterized by
vast experience in the handling of dangerous goods have
even felt the desirability of education and training in
this particular specialized field. In Federal Republic of
Germany, a law is in pipeline whereby a responsible person
in a high position shall be assigned to deal with the
training of dangerous goods in companies which are
transporting more than 50 tons per year. It is expected
that training schemes shall be implemented by law and
people will be trained at special training centers fclc-...
dangerous goods which are not in existence as yet. This
necessity of training is being felt because of continuous
modification and adjustments in the systems of handling of
it's components in efforts to meet the changing demands
occurring in this Sector of maritime industry. These
changes not only affect the education and training
procedures, curricula, training methodologies but also the
human resource involved as may relate to the educational,
academic and psychological capability of trainee to cope
with the changing technologies and the ability of
trainers to impart the required information effectively.
This factor of human resource is the most crucial element
of the whole training system.
4.2.

REASONS FOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING
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4.2.1.

INTERNATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ON TRAINING FOR PORT
PERSONNEL

There are no standard recoininendations by any international
organization regarding training aspects on the transport, j
handling and storage of dangerous goods as yet. However,
IMO is preparing a short course on dangerous goods in
solid form in bulk and in packaged form for Shipboard
personnel which could be used for port personnel also,
which is expected to be published by the end of 1989 or in
the beginning of next year.
j j
The International Conference on Training and Certification
of Seafarers, 1978 as per conference resolution 13 urged
„
the then IMCO to study the matter for training and
qualifications of officers and ratings of ships carrying
dangerous and hazardous cargo other then in bulk. As a
consequence of this request, IMO assembly adopted
resolution A 537(13) on 17th November 1983. The annex 2 to'||
this resolution contains recommendations on training of
officers and ratings responsible for cargo handling on
ships carrying dangerous and hazardous substances in
packaged form and it provides an indirect provision for
such a training-to port personnel also. A training for
port personnel could be developed by using these
provisions as a basic structure.
The only specific reference of training for port personnel
is mentioned in the IMO recommendations on safe transport,
handling, and storage of dangerous substances in port
areas, in Section 3.4.4 training. It states, "The Master
of a ship and the berth operator within their respective
areas of responsibility should ensure that personnel
involved in the handling or storing of dangerous
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substances are properly trained .commensurate with their
respective duties." However, this recommendation falls
short of providing any detailed structure of provisions
for training. So, detailed recommendations are required on
international level to cover this type of training for
port personnel.
4.2.2.

SITUATION IN PORTS
/

There has been an exceptional evolution in maritime
transport technologies, e.g. the containerization, ro-ro
ships, lash barges and the specialization with many other
types of ships, requiring special port handling
facilities. These changes in transport technologies have
forced the port managements to allocate the bulk of their
investments in acquiring these technologies. As a logical
consequence there was not much left to invest on safety
matters. In brief, short term profit ability over rules
safety in developing countries.
In the same era, there has been an enormous increase in
the amount as well as in different types of dangerous
cargoes which are handled in ports. As the variety and
quantity of dangerous goods shipped in a port increases,
so does the responsibility of the terminal and port
authority. Their specialist knowledge of the handling and
the risks inherent to those goods may not have grown
likewise. This situation predominantly exists in the ports
of developing countries.
Occasionally the extension of ports in developing
countries has been haphazard and unplanned to meet the adhoc requirements which was beyond their control and mostly
not in line with the original ideas by which the lay-out
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not in line with the original ideas by which the lay-out
of ports was planned. This situation further creates
difficulties in the handling of dangerous goods.
In developing countries the education and training have
not kept pace with these developments in the maritime
industry as a whole and particularly in this specialized
field of dangerous goods. Further due to lack of education
on the types of dangerous goods and insufficient training
in handling of such cargoes by the port personnel, the
transport and handling of dangerous goods is not matched
by the appropriate awareness.
All the above mentioned factors have contributed to the
present situation and resulted in:
- Inadequate legal frameworks and administrative
procedures;
- A lack of appropriate port facilities;
- Unsafe operational performances; and
- None availability of special training programmes.
4.2.3. INVESTIGATIONS OF ACCIDENTS
Interconnection between technological achievements and
safety level should be considered with due account taken
of the human factor. The human factor is the weakest link
in the man - technique - environment system. Therefore an
information support of the human link is a matter of great
importance. The human factor manifests itself in what is
called making a fetish of new techniques, that being
sometimes the cause of fatal accidents, (yakushenkov,
1988). Investigations of accidents involving dangerous
cargoes show that 65% of accidents happen due to direct
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knowledge, inadequate handling procedure or by lack of
safety precautions. This factor of human error can never
be fully eliminated no matter how good the training be,
but can be largely reduced and minimized to an accepted
standard with a margin in level of safety by proper
education and training of port personnel and seafarers.
4.2.4. STATEMENTS OF OFFICIALS
In the light of the above mentioned problems the then
Minister of State for Communications in Pakistan, Sardar
Fateh Mohd Hasni in his inaugural speech on the occasion
of Seminar on the transport of dangerous substances held
at Karachi Port Trust Staff College. 18th to 22nd
September, 1988 emphasized the need of training of port
personnel and of port users. (See Annex VI).
On the same ocassion, the Director General of Ports and
Shipping, Rear Admiral Sajjad Akbar remarked that,
"Training and education of handling dangerous goods by
port personnel or port users can play a vital part in the
safety, strategy and pattern of a break bulk port; basic
training for members of the safety division, and all those
who are regularly responsible for dealing with dangerous
goods at administrative, operational and storage stage."
He further stated, "Advanced training courses for those
port employees who are directly and daily involved in the
transport of dangerous goods cover subjects in more detail
and with the objective of achieving a higher sense of
awareness and responsibility in applying all necessary
safe measures and the ability of using initiative of one's
own whenever required." (IMO Mission Report, 1988)
In the closing address of the same Seminar Secretary of
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Communications, Haq Nawaz Akhtar stated, "The fact that
needs to be emphasized is that more than 90% accidents
took place because of lack of knowledge and in-sufficient
measures taken when landing, the dangerous cargo at the
time of its transportation either at ports or ships or by
other modes of inland transportation. It is, therefore,
essential that there should be a net work for training of
port personnel, seafarers, managers and operators of
transport sector in this field. (IMO Mission Report, 1988)
These statements by the policy makers show that there
an awareness and concern for the handling of dangerous
cargoes in ports of Pakistan and it has been realized
there is a need for education and training of port
personnel at all levels to meet the potential hazards
transport handling and storage of dangerous goods.
4.3. SITUATION IN PORTS
4.3.1. The present situation of safety in transport needs
very definite improvements. The safety in the handling and
storage of dangerous goods is a part of overall safety of
the port, but this factor is perhaps the most crucial one.
Any measures taken in the handling of dangerous goods
would enhance the overall safety of port.
4.3.2. To achieve a comprehensive safety situation in the
port two areas of personnel have to be trained:
.1. The port personnel related to shore
based industry; and
.2. The Shipboard personnel or the seafarers.
The most effective way of improving the prevailing
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conditions in the port is by raising the education/
knowledge level of personnel working in the port. This is
not any easy task and the existing conditions shall not
improve in short term specially not as regards to safety
as for dangerous goods are concerned. Therefore, special
training of various kinds is desirable to achieve positive
definite results. Sijice the port personnel at all levels
lack knowledge in this specialized field of dangerous
goods, adequate training would require different courses
for the different level of personnel. The contents of
syllabi will also be different for different type of
dangerous cargoes. This would create financial as well as
organizational problems. Hence, reasonable means have to
be found to achieve desirable objectives.
The training for the seafarers and port personnel shall be
aimed afe a minimum to meet the mandatory, minimum training
requirements of IMO as specified in Regulation 11/2,
Appendix, paragraph 10 (c) and (d), of the International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW), 1978.
4.3.3. There exists different conditions in ports and
terminals due to the handling of packaged dangerous goods
and of bulk dangerous substances, i.e. liquified gases,
liquid petroleum, products and petrochemicals which
require different handling equipment and procedures
because of their varying nature. This situation demands a
bifurcation in training for the concerned personnel.
However, in ports where both types of cargoes are handled,
certain common subjects could be combined for different
courses. In general, the following subjects will be
covered depending on the level;
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.1. Safety risks and hazardous,
.2. International/National Regulations and
requirements,
.3. Theoretical background,
.4. Practical application,
.5. Financial implications,
.6. Contingency plans.
4.3.4. The level and type of training will depend on the
educational background, nature of the job and
responsibilities of the personnel from various sectors of
industry to meet the appropriate aims and objectives. The
trainees may be divided into four groups to make the
training more practical:
-

Top management;
Middle management;
Safety Personnel and junior management; and
Dock workers/ other labour.

4.3.5. The entities involved are governmental, semigovernmental and private. The governmental and semigovernmental personnel include, personnel from port
directorate, mercantile marine, dock labour board, custom,
police, marine safety, coast guard, medical center and
fire-brigade. The private personnel are from shipping
companies, stevedores, forwarders, agents, etc. It would
be prudent to organize joint training courses in a port
for all port related personnel. This integrated training
will promote better understanding and cooperation by
giving an inside vision of others problem, thus enhancing
the safety through better Communication within the port.
Gunther Zade, Vice Rector and Academic Dean of WMU stated
," A short course on dangerous and hazardous cargo
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," A short course on dangerous and hazardous cargo *
(other than in bulk) e.g. could be used to bring together
all those concerned with the subject. Although their needs
may partly differ but there is a common core knowledge on
dangerous and hazardous cargo which is required by all
those who are concerned with the handling and transport of
such cargo.
A short course with an active participation of experts
dealing with dangerous and hazardous goods on ship and
shore will help further communication that can be expected
to result in a better understanding of each others
activities, mutual recognition, co-operation
and, eventually, in an increase in safety and pollution
prevention standards." (Zade, 1988)
4.3.6. In summary, the enhancement of safety in the
handling of dangerous goods in the port will best be
achieved by conducting training courses. Firstly,
different courses are required in packaged dangerous goods
and bulk dangerous substances. Secondly, four different
types of integrated training courses, i.e. for all port
related industries will cover the various hierarchical
levels.
4.4. TYPE OF TRAINING
4.4.1. The training can be done in the form of short
course, seminars, symposiums and workshops. However, type
of forum depends on objectives, availability of resources,
background and education level of trainees, availability
of time, etc.
4.4.2. As stated earlier in para 2.1.1 that I.M.O. is
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form in bulk or in packaged form for shipboard personnel
which could be adopted for providing suitable training for
port personnel also. The provisions of this course could
formulate a basic structure. Then the knowledge of local
conditions will be taken into considerations in order to
design a suitable course.
4.4.3. Course Framework
.1. Scope
This course is intended for masters, officers and key
ratings having special responsibilities for the receiving,
handling, stowage or care on board ship of dangerous or
hazardous cargoes in solid form in bulk or in packaged
f orm.
The course incorporates and augments the mandatory minimum
training requirements prescribed by Regulation 11/2,
Appendix, paragraphs lOCc) and (d), of the International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping for Seafarers <STCW), 1978.
The course has been prepared in accordance with resolution
A.537(13) on the Training of Officers and Ratings
responsible for Cargo Handling on Ships Carrying Dangerous
and Hazardous Substances in Solid Form in Bulk or in
Packaged Form, adopted by the IMO Assembly on 17 November
1983 pursuant to resolution 13'adopted by the
International Conference on Training and Certification of
Seafarers, 1978.
Part 1 of the course covers the principles involved and
Part 2 the application of such principles to ship
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operations.
This course may be adapted to provide suitable training
for all concerned with the handling or storage at
terminals and in port areas of dangerous or hazardous
cargoes. It may also be adapted to provide suitable
training for personnel involved in the administrative
aspects of multimodal transport operations. The
adaptations recommended for these purposes are set forth
in the Instructor Manual, Part D of the Course.
The training provided by this course should be
supplemented by practical experience at sea or, where
appropriate, in shore-based operations.
.2. Objectives
Ship's personnel successfully completing•this course
should thereby be enabled to understand the legal
implications of and to correctly apply or verify
compliance with:
- the mandatory requirements of part A of chapter VII of
the International Convention for the Safety of Life at
Sea, 1974 <1974 SOLAS Convention, as amended);
- the mandatory requirements of regulation 11-2/54 of
the 1974 SOLAS Convention, as amended, in respect of
ships intended to carry dangerous goods;
- the mandatory requirements of annex III, as amended,
of the International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by its
Protocol of 1978 <1973/78 MARPOL);
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the mandatory requirement that incidents involving
harmful substances be reported pursuant to Protocol I
to MARPOL 73/78, as amended, and the associated
reporting procedures set forth in resolution A. ...(16)
on General Principles for Ship Reporting Systems and
Ship Reporting Requirements, Including Guidelines for
Reporting Incidents Involving Dangerous Goods, Harmful
Substances and Marine Pollutants, adopted by the IMO
Assembly on .. October 1989;
the detailed instructions on safe packing and stowage
of dangerous goods including the precautions necessary
in relation to other cargo as set out in the
International Maritime Dangerous Goods (IMDG) Code, its
Annex I on Packing Recommendations, the Emergency
Procedures for Ships Carrying Dangerous Goods (EmS),
and the Medical First Aid Guide for the Use in
Accidents Involving Dangerous Goods (MFAG);
the Recommendations on the Safe Use of Pesticides in
Ships;
the International Convention for Safe Containers, 1972
(CSC);
the IMO/ILO Guidelines for Packing Cargo in Freight
Containers or Vehicles;
the Recommendations on the Safe Transport, Handling and
Storage of Dangerous Substances in Port Areas;.and
Code of Safe Practice for Solid Bulk Cargoes (BC Code).
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4.5.

THE COMPOSITION OF TARGET GROUPS

4.5.1. A cost effective training has to be feasible and
practical. The employees of port related industries with
different hierarchy level may be combined for training
purposes into four target groups with a further
subdivision for packaged ancl bulk dangerous goods as
stated earlier in para 3.4.
4.5.2. The top or senior management have very wide
responsibilities. They cannot be expected to know all
technical details, but require sufficient consciousness of
the dangers and risks involved so that appropriate and
adequate safety measures are introduced. Their policy
decisions, financial, organizational and administrative
procedures must have very sound basis. A theoretical
training in the form of a short seminar to be repeated
approximately every 4 years is suitable.
4.5.3. The Middle management, who make the day to day
decisions of a practical nature which have a considerable
learning on safety. These employees may work in operation,
administrative and other areas and are marginally involved
in the handling of dangerous cargoes, thus dangerous goods
are only part of their responsibilities but of a very
important nature. They need not be technical experts but
intensive awareness course is essential. It is important
that middle management keeps herself abreast of new
developments and hence a repetition of course regular
intervals approximately every three years is desirable.
4.5.4. The junior management and safety personnel whose
sole responsibility are the dangerous cargoes and also
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personnel from emergency services have to receive the most
extensive training because they have to supervise the
enforcement of safety. They have to have the technical
expertise and they should have theoretical, practical and
on job training. This training would be of longer duration
but need not be repeated. The participants of this course
should be encouraged to keep themselves uptodate of all
modern developments by giving them the chance to
participate in national and international seminars,
symposiums.
4.5.5. The largest group of port personnel requiring
safety training in dangerous cargoes are the dock workers
and stevedores. Truck drivers who also have no training in
dangerous goods and are involved in- transportation of
dangerous goods in port areas should be encouraged to join
along with dock workers to enhance safety. An example is
quoted below but to highlight the point.
The following example of an incident with dangerous goods
refer to a truck driver who in general have no training
and probably it would not be difficult to find similar
incidents, examples in port areas while handling such
cargoes. In order to preclude such incidents in the
future, a very basic awareness training would enable
this group to handle dangerous goods safety, to behave
properly in the vicinity of such cargoes and to take
appropriate first action in case of an accident like a
small spillage or an unusual smell, the detection of a
damaged package etc. Their appropriate first action may
present a major disaster. Their training should be
repeated from time to time to remind them of safety.
Example: On a rainy day, some inadequately secured drums
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of METHYL ISOCYANATE which is flammable liquid and
irritant properties had fallen from a truck. The driver
seeing the drums falling, stopped and attempted to
recollect the drums,
some of which had damaged andwere
leaking. He saw some
kind of smoke and while recollecting
he inhaled the toxic fumes, collapsed and fainted. To his
good luck.there were some people around who saw the
incident and raised alarm. The emergency services rushed
to the scene and saved him. Actually thd smoke ^as highly
toxic nitric fumes given off by violent reaction between
the liquid and accumulated rain water. He knew at least
vaguely, that the particular substance in his case was
flammable but he had
no idea of its toxicity, even though
thorough documentation was included with the load.
4.6.

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES/FACILITIES

4.6.1. In developing countries, the training for port
personnel at local port training centers is not available
due to none availability of qualified and trained
personnel. The Trainer project of UNCTAD is based on
centrally developed training modules which concentrate on
economy related topics which are locally adopted to the
existing conditions and safe transport handling and
storage of dangerous goods has not yet become part of
their training activity. IMO from time to time does
organizes short seminars in different regions on dangerous
cargoes at the request of a developing country but they
are too few. There are some free lance consultants
available but commercial principle and considerations come
in the way, additionally they have other priorities too.
Training abroad is possible but it is very expensive and
requires assistance in terms of fellowships/scholarships.
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4.6.2. The lack of training facility at a reasonable cost
is apparent in developing. More opportunities shall come
through if port's top management press for such a demand.
The assistance is possible from international
organizations and man power development projects of
industrialized countries. But such projects have to be
initiated on government to government basis.
4.6.3. The most critical influences on new training
schemes are the existing training means. Organizational
structure, available staff, organization, methods and
devices normally have a stronger impact on a new scheme
than all thoroughly evaluated training contents. And if
one fails to carry through what is needed at the very
beginning of a new program, one will need many years to
compensate for the shortcomings, if at all.
4.7.

TRAINING IMPLEMENTATION

4.7.1. The training program has to be planned addressing
the needs of all the four previously mentioned groups and
to be based on major objectives, training period,
principle approach, type of instructors, the venue,
teaching methods, examinations, evaluation and incentives.
For each group these questions shall be briefly dealt with
as follows:
.T. Target group: Top and senior managers
Main objectives: Related to legal (port regulations!,
financial, administrative and organizational questions.
EKiration: One to two days (could be part of a seminar
covering other topics as well).
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Principal approach: Symposium or seminar with lectures,
question periods, panel discussion.
Lecturers or instructors: Lecturers with international
experience and of repute.
Place and venue: National event with suitable location.
Teaching techniques: Lectures with selected audio-visual
teaching aids, discussions.
Examination: None
Evaluation: Not suitable; if at all then verbal.
Incentives: None
.2. Target group: Middle management
Main objectives: Safety risks and principles,
international requirements, national/local regulations and
practice and their improvement, port relationship and
cooperation.
Duration:.Thirty to forty hours (one week).
Principle approach: Seminar or course with lectures,
working groups, question periods, site tours.
Lecturers or instructors: Well experienced lecturers with
a practical background.
Place and venue: Locally organized with suitable course
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facilities.
Teaching techniques: Lectures with selected audio-visual
teaching aids; informal atmosphere; working groups could
be formed to deal with locally important questions; a
practical approach should be aimed at and questions should
be permitted at all times.
Examination: Not recommended; if though necessary as
incentive and control, the multiple-choice tests should be
used.
Evaluation: Written course/seminar evaluation on an
anonymous basis.
Incentives: Certificate of attendance; tea and snacks
provided.
.3. Target group: Managers with sole responsibility for
dangerous cargoes, safety and emergency personnel.
Main objectives: Some theoretical and detailed practical
knowledge of all related aspects; basic methodologies of
imparting knowledge to others.
EKiration: Depending on possibilities, but two weeks are
the absolute minimum, better would be two months. 4-6
weeks.
Principle approach: Intensive course and study tour in
with small groups covering theory and practice; on-the-job
training.
Lecturers or instructors: Ebcperienced and practical
lecturers and instructors with appropriate professions.
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including a chemist, a master mariner, a fireman, a port
operations and safety expert, a port instructor.
Place and venue: Different localities; if possible, part
of the training should be performed abroad; to expose onthe-job training at home.
Teaching techniques: Some lectures; working groups; role
play; site visits; attachment to port safety departments
in industrialized countries where exclusive amount of
dangerous cargoes are handled; participation in
specialized courses (e.g. fire fighting); individual
approach.
Examination: Selected multiple-choice tests after certain
parts of the training.
Evaluation: End-of-Training evaluation in writing.
Incentives: Certification; living allowance etc.
.4. Target group: Dockworkers and stevedores
Main objectives-: Basic operational safety awareness;
immediate emergency actions.
Duration: About 25 hours
Principle approach: Practically orientated instructions,
based on working environment of trainees.
Lecturers or instructors: Port instructors of the training
center or officer of safety services.
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Place and venue: Locally organized; any suitable place
within the port and near the working places of the
trainees. (Dock Labour Training Center)
Teaching techniques: Simple instructional lessons and
audio-visual aids; simple demonstrations; blackboard
drawings; discussions.
Examination: Oral test.
Evaluation: None
Incentives: Certificate of attendance; paid-for tea and
lunch; normal pay; course to be part of skilled worker
status.
(Brunnings, 1988 b)
4.6. PROPOSED DANGEROUS GOODS COURSE
The designed course broadly outlines and is suitable for
port personnel as well as sea-going officers. The course
is an intensive one week course of 40 hours duration. The
course is planned to cover all IMO requirements. However,
this proposed course will be further improved after IMO
publishes its course module on dangerous goods mentioned
earlier in para 2.1.1.
4.8.1. COURSE AIMS
The main aim is to give the participants knowledge and
descriptions of various aspects of dangerous goods in
packaged form and to enable them to understand the
properties and characteristics of dangerous cargoes, their
potential hazards, classification, packing, labelling.
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handling, storage, segregation and securing in break bulk
as well as containerization form. They will also be
educated about International and National regulations
which regulate the handling of dangerous cargoes in port
areas as well as at sea. The overall aim of the course is
to enable those concerned with the transport of dangerous
goods to have a better understanding of the hazards
involved and the steps to be taken to control those
hazards.
The objectives of the course are expressed as follows:
.1. Basic Chemistry
Leading to an understanding of the terms used in the
IMDG Code and other transport documents, and an
understanding of the hazards to ship cargo and
personnel in relation to:Fire; explosion; corrosives and poisons.
.2. The Classes of Dangerous Goods and the Risk Associated
with Each Class
Leading to a knowledge of what hazardous goods
' are and how they are identified.
.3. Dangerous Goods Legislation
Leading to an awareness of the requirements under law
and the correct shipping and receiving procedures to
make the transport of hazardous goods safe, including
the requirements for declaration, packaging, labelling
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and segregation as per IMDG Code.
.4. The Shipboard Responsibilities
Leading to a positive shipboard attitude to the safe
transport of hazardous goods and the establishment of
correct procedures.
.5. How to Deal With Emergencies
Leading to the development of pre-planned procedures
for dealing with fires and spillages and a knowledge
of how to obtain further information or assistance
from ashore.
4.8.2.

COURSE STRUCTURE

Day 1:
- Introduction to course.
- Objectives.
- Definitions of Dangerous substance, Dangerous goods,
pollutants,
- Types of Reactions.
Combination, replacement, double decomposition and
thermal decomposition.
Oxidation and reduction.
Acids and bases.
Dilution and neutralization.
Ebcothermic and endothermic reactions.
- Organic Chemistry
Alkanes, akenes and alkynes. Aromatics.
Hydrocarbons. Ideas of functional groups.
Systemic naming.
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Polymerisation.
Physical changes, solid, liquid and gases. Cryogenics.
Combustion.
Flash point, ignition temperature and SIT. Spontaneous
combustion.
- Explosions.
Propellant’s, detonators, high explosives. Meaning of
terms such as "brisant".
Explosion of a closed container in a fire.
Radioactivity, what it is, harmful effects, measurement.
Poisons: form, methods of entering the body, physical
and chemical action. Harmful or injurious substances,
narcotic effects.
Day 2 :

- The classification of hazardous goods.
- The IMO classification and the hazards associated with
each class.
- Materials hazardous only when in bulk.
- Conventions, regulations and recommendations. STCW 1978
requirements.
- Dangerous Goods legislation in Pakistan..
Day 3:

- Familiarization with the IMDG Code
- Declaration, documentation, packing, labelling and
placarding.
- Freight container and vehicle packing, portable tanks,
tank containers and road tank vehicles and units for
transporting dangerous goods.
- Multimodal transport aspects.
- The philosophy of separation segregation and quantity
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limits .
- Packing standards.
- Dangerous goods in port areas.
- Shipboard responsibilities
Day 4:
- General requirements for stowage on various classes of
vessel.
- General cargo, Ro-Ro, container, lash, seebee and
combination carrier.
- Specific handling, stowage and segregation requirements
for each class of dangerous goods.
- Syndicate exercise in the acceptance and stowage of
dangerous goods.
- Pollution by dangerous cargoes. Introduction of computer
usage for Dangerous goods.
Day 5:
- Emergency procedures.
Action to be taken in the event of fire, leakage and
spillage.
- Personnel protection.
Breathing apparatus, protective clothing, measuring
instruments, use and interpretation of results.
Precaution to be taken for entry into enclosed spaces
which may have an oxygen deficient, toxic, harmful or
flammable atmosphere. Pre-planning emergency action in
port and at sea.
- IMO Emergency procedures for ships carrying dangerous
goods.
- IMO medical first aid guide for use in accidents
involving dangerous goods, cross references.
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- Case histories.
- Other sources of information and information and
assistance from ashore. Practical incident drills and
decontamination procedures.
Course evaluation.
4.9. TRAINING AND INSTRUCTORS
4.9.1. Training is an expensive affair with no immediate
returns. However, benefits of training will be felt in the
long run. It is unfortunate that in developing countries,
whenever budgetary strains are felt, the first thing which
is axed is training. The managements do not realize that
by doing so, they put their own development plans in
reverse direction.
4.9.2. The dangerous goods subject is one of the
technically most difficult subjects of port training
curricular. It is not possible for a normal instructor to
teach all subjects of dangerous cargoes with all technical
details unless he has special training. A practical
approach would be that special trained staff of safety
services take part in the course and takes over the more
technical parts, where as the less technical parts should
be handled by normal instructors. It is suggested that
there should be a full-time instructor for only dangerous
cargoes who is trained abroad.

CONCLUS I ONS

AMO

REGOMMENIDAT I ONS

5.1. The most important single element contributing to
safe handling

and transport of dangerous goods is a good

organization and good management. The good management is
one that will appreciate the risks, ensure compliance with
the laws, international recommendations and good operating
procedures, and will ensure that the business is furthered
by a well trained and competent staff in all cadres.
For reorganization and improvement of safety in port, it
is necessary to assess the present situation, identify the
needs, propose improvements in existing practices and
procedures and other areas where deficiencies are
observed.
5.2. With the rapid expansion of trade and transport of
dangerous goods, the importance of having internationally
accepted regulations or standards and guidelines for their
transport, handling, storage and stowage, etc. becomes
obvious.
Whereas for maritime transport the requirements in SOLAS
convention and the provisions of the IMDG Code, with its
Annexes and Supplements were initially very much directed
for sea mode of transport, the majority of these
provisions are apposite also to dangerous goods in port
areas, particularly those concerning safety aspects, e.g.
storage, segregation, safe handling, emergency response
procedures, first aid and medical treatment.
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By adoption of IMDG Code the Maritime Administration has
partially fulfilled its obligations under Chapter VII
Part-A of SOLAS 1974 Convention, However, unless effective
implementation of the code is achieved her obligations are
still not fully fulfilled. The competent authority
designated by Maritime Administration must clearly
interpret the vague terms such as “sufficient", and
"adequate", and where references to competent authorities
are referred to in the IMEX3 Code. Such clarification can
be done by publishing a supplement which must be read in
a
conjunction with IMDG Code
and should be effected by
statutory regulatory order through Gazetted notification.
The IMDG Code is related to safety at present but its
application has been extended to marine pollutants with
the adoption of 25th amendment which will come into force
from January 1, 1991. The Maritime Administration must
prepare itself to accept further legal obligations.
It has been identified that there is a need for setting up
a standing advisory committee of experts from various
agencies/ departments concerned with dangerous substances
on the national level, who shall base their decisions on
scientifically achieved results and also take decisions
where conflict arises. Such a committee is recommended
internationally as one of the most effective tools of
management to assist in the handling of dangerous goods.
The competent authority shall take guidance for
implementation of effective measures from their decisions.
No single Administration could have all the expertise
needed on the staff. As such.this group fills the gap.
This is in practice in most of the developed countries.
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5.3. Export of cotton is one of the main sources of
earning foreign exchange needed badly for the development
the of economy of the country. As such, incidents of fire
losses should be minimized. It has been identified that
the storage facilities of cotton at T.P.X. area are poor.
It is strongly recommended that the K.P.T. management
should draw up re-development plans of T.P.X. and should
incorporate it in their next development plan. Aid for
such development can be sought from international
agencies, i.e. World Bank, UNDP, etc through Ministry of
Communication and Ministry of Planning. The development of
T.P.X. shall greatly enhance safety against fire, increase
efficiency and also help in preventing quality
deterioration of cotton.
5.4. The siting of berths where dangerous goods are
handled determines virtually all subsequent actions to be
taken in port operations in order to achieve the desired
level of safety.
For existing harbours like Karachi Port where dangerous
goods are to be handled together with other goods the site
is prefixed. Here recommended safety distances cannot be
met by distance.alone. The lack of space and the ensuing
lower level of safety has to be compensated for through;
.1. Constructional features: e.g. in shed buildings,
temporary storage area, etc; (see Annex III) and
.2. Operational procedures: e.g. handling regulations,
special watchkeeping by fire brigade, maximum
allowable quantity at specific berths and in port
area, etc. (see Annex II)
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It has been identified that the D.G. Shed which serves as
a temporary storage area is totally inadequate for space
and is unsuitably located.
Until, another suitable location with adequate space is
found for the D.G. Shed, the following measures are
proposed:
- The baggage shed in the adjoining area should be spared
for dangerous goods to overcome for space requirements;
- Solid concrete walls should be erected from boundary
wall of D.G. Shed to the pier to prevent it from being
used as apublic thoroughfare;
- Inside the dangerous goods storage zone separation and
division according to IMDG-Classes should be strictly
observed. Annex IV shows the recomended IMDG Code
regulations translated for port areas. This could be
used for practical application;
- Separate sewer system for each IMDG-Class; and
- Containers storage area should be sufficient to allow
for storage on ground level of all containers containing
dangerous goods, i.e.(no stacking).
5.4.1. It is against the norms of an efficient port not,
to accept damaged packages of dangerous goods from ships.
Hence, a damaged goods section should be provided where
all dangerous goods arriving at the terminal in abnormal
condition (fuming, burning, leaking, heated, etc) may
safely be placed awaiting:
- Chemical experts intervention;
- Fire fighting brigade; or
- Total perishment of goods.
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Adequate protection of other installations (earth bunds),
separate sewer System, water washing installation for
clean-up of the area, supervision, fire fighting equipment
should be provided.
5.4.2. The Operations Division of the Karachi Port has
categorized the dangerous cargoes into four groups:
.1. A very high risk cargo namely explosive;
.2. High risk cargoes of gases and inflamable liquids
IMDG-Class 2 and 3;
.3. Low risk cargo,i.e. IMDG-Class 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9;
and
.4. Padio active material IMDG-Class 7.
It has been identified that this categorization is wrong.
It shows lack of awareness, and it appears that the
philosophy and principle behind the classification of
dangerous goods is not understood.
The various Classes in the IMDG Code are not in relation
with the degree of danger, but only with the type of
danger involved. There are extremely dangerous substances
in all classes and the danger is indicated either by sub
classes (in Class 1) or by packaging groups:
I
II
III

High hazard
Medium hazard
Low hazard

As an example, explosive substances and articles of Class
1, division 1.4 are certainly less dangerous than many
other substances in other classes.
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It is strongly recommended that this categorization of
groups must be immediately cancelled through an
administrative circular and all concerned in the shipping
industry are notified.
ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL

It is highly desirable that any system of classification
adopted follows closely the system recommended by the
United Nations Committee of Experts on the transport of
Dangerous Goods and which is widely applied throughout the
world.
The UN Recommendations, the IMDG Code and the Air
Transport Regulations place substances and articles of
most classes into packaging groups I, II and III according
to the degree of danger they present. The new RID/ADR
Regulations use the letters (a), (b), or (c) in a similar
way.
Packing group I -letter
II ~
III. -

(a) RID /ADR-highly dangerous
Cb)
(c)

(x)

-dangerous (y)
-minor danger (z)

The principle of dividing dangerous goods into the above
mentioned three packaging groups does not cover classes
1, 2, 6.2 and 7.
The degree of danger for explosives are according to the
sub-class. However, special requirements for the above
mentioned 4 classes are given in detail in the IMDG Code
and reference should be made to individual schedules for
their placement into a class.
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The diverse properties and characteristics of the
substances and articles covered by class 9 also do not
permit a form of packing which would be generally
applicable. So, no grouping criteria have been developed
for this class. The packaging group of a substance or
article has, therefore, been assigned on the basis of
assimilation with goods having similar properties and
character. Individual requirements are given for each
substance or article in its individual schedule.
The dangerous goods may still be divided into four groups
however the principle of categorization would be entirely
different. In addition to the actual dangers of the good,
acceptance conditions may also have to take quantities
into account. Particularly, the amount of certain
explosives and other highly Dangerous Goods in a port at
any one time should be limited. Annex II shows the method
by which the port of Hamburg is dealing with this problem
(Brunings, 1966)
Group 1: Radio active substances, certain explosives and
some goods of packaging group 1, loading/
discharging at a remote berth or mooring aod
would be subject to direct delivery.
Group 2: Other dangerous goods of high or medium danger,
would be permitted to be handled at an ordinary
pier but would be subject to direct delivery.
Again, some explosives, radio active materials
and some goods of pacjcaging group 1 and 11 may
fall into this category.
Group 3: Dangerous goods of packaging group 11. These
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goods may be allowed for storage in the port area
for a limited period only. For their segregation
see Annex IV.
Group 4: Dangerous goods of packaging group 111. These may
be allowed for storage in the port area for a
limited period.
5.4.3. As far as dangerous goods are concerned it appears
that short term profitability rules over safety and
pollution, financial resources and the attention of
management is focussed on investments which effect
productivity increase. The long term effects of safety
investments on a positive productivity development are not
or do not appear to be appreciated. This situation becomes
more clear when it is identified that the Planning
Department of K.P.T. has not made any provisions for a
suitable dangerous cargo jetty with an appropriate
warehouse in her 5th development project which is known as
Western Backwater Complex.
It is recommended that immediate steps should be taken to
incorporate provisions for a suitable dangerous cargo
jetty and a warehouse in the current development plan.
This measure will enhance greatly the overall safety of
port and environment, (for guidance see Annex III)
The port planners are reminded that accident statistics
show that the overwhelming majority of accidents in and
around ports are caused by human error or failure.
Therefore, if a well conceived port design is not
complemented by a port work organization that is safety
conscious - and information is vital to this - no safe
port operation can be obtained.
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5.5. The movement of dangerous substances both by land and
sea should be a careful, safe, smooth and a well monitored
operation. Legislation for dangerous substances is meant
to provide the legal framework to carry out this activity.
If the legislation/ regulations are outdated then they
cannot serve the purpose. In Pakistan, dangerous
substances are covered under six different pieces of
legislation. It has been identified that some of these
legislation are totally outdated, i.e. Explosive Act 1884,
Merchant Shipping Act 1894, etc. Furthermore, most of the
regulations made under these Acts are obsolete as well.
This has caused and resulted in inadequate legal
frameworks and administrative procedures.
As shipping is an international activity, it is equally of
international interest that port regimes are similar
wherever possible. Rules and regulations should thus show
an easily recognizable resemblance. Special requirements
due to local circumstances however cannot be avoided but
the risks should be perceived that such special
requirements in ports may lead to unsafe operating
conditions.
It is recommended that

Administration should
propose new legislation and ^ust formulate either new or
revise/update the existing regulations to provide a sound
infrastructure to cope with the modern developments and
present day demands and match regulations of other
developed nations. Guidance may be sought from ON, IMO
publications and maritime legislation for dangerous
substances of developed countries. As for example, United
Kingdom which has published and enforced national
Regulations for Dangerous Substances in Harbour Areas with
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the Associated Guides and Code of Practices may be
f ollowed.

Explosives require special consideration because of their
hazardous nature. They have to be considered in the
context of compatibility group and hazard division.
Quantity/distance tables have been established which take
into account such parameters as shock waves by blast,
propagation of an explosion, heat radiation, etc. They
range from 48 meters to 4200 meters. This of course
depends on quantity of explosives and protection required,
(see Annex I)
The carriage, handling, and stowage of dangerous
substances on board ships is governed by Merchant Shipping
Act 1894. As stated earlier this Act is outdated and most
nations which were following this Act have repealed and
replaced it with new ones. Now, the Maritime
Administration in Pakistan has also proposed a new
Merchant Shipping Bill, which when approved shall replace
the old Act.
5.5.1. The Port- should also formulate its own new port
regulations and should specify operational procedures.
Transport of dangerous goods is regulated in order
to prevent, as far as possible, accidents to person or
property, means of transport and now also for marine
pollution. At the same time, regulations are framed so as
not to impede the movement of such cargoes, other than
those which are too dangerous to be accepted for
transport. With this exception, the aim of the regulations
are to make transport feasible by eliminating risks or
reducing them to a minimum. It is a matter therefore of
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safety no less than one of facilitating transport. New
regulations should also take care of multi-modal transport
aspect which is bound to be the ultimate future.
Regulations should subdivide dangerous goods as to direct
delivery, special berths, quantity limitations on berths
and in port, allocation of storage areas, documentary and
administrative requirements, operational procedures and
other criteria. New port regulations for dangerous
substances need to be discussed with all port users and
port related bodies as it shall affect them directly.
It is recommended that ports should establish a safety
cell, which should monitor, supervise and enforce
regulations. Such departments/cel1s are practically in
existence in all major ports. The power of the law ensures
that offenders are prosecuted and would be offenders
warned and hopefully deterred. It is not important how
much regulations are formulated but how effective those
regulations are.
5.6. Dangerous goods are unique within the flow of goods.
The handling has to be then from a two pronged approach,
logistics and safety. This calls for good documentation
procedures from the point of initial handling to the point
of departure and the necessary action in between to cope
with spillage, containment, treatment of casualties and
ultimate destruction/disposal of cargo. This-ensures:
- A reasonable safety level; and
- Minimum delay and least cost in handling.
A port authority must have precise and quickly accessible
information on how a certain substance should be handled.
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The handling of dangerous goods, therefore, is first a
matter of information processing and secondly a matter of
physical handling.
For information processing, the port has already a
traditional manual office system. This role in future has
to be taken over by computers. The computers are already
in use for dangerous goods in dangerous goods sections of
shipping companies, port dangerous goods terminals, port
control centers in the developed ports of western nations,
(e.g. Hamburg, Bremen, Rotterdam, Gothenburg, etc)
The highest possibility for an accident exists during
handling activities. In this regard proper equipment to do
the job is very important. For example: the use of pallets
in combination with a net for polycans or drums, the use
of "drum hooks" in case of loose drums. It is evident that
the use of proper equipment, responsible handling and
trained men will not only reduce the chances of an
accident but also the amount of damage in case of an
incident and consequently their effect.
5.7. Due to revolutionary developments in transport
technologies and enormous increase in number of chemical
substances transported at sea, the subject of safety and
pollution has become a global concern.
The storage and distribution function of a port has gained
significant importance as it is an interface between sea
transport and land transport. It is empirically stated
that the risks involved in shipping of dangerous goods and
the associated hazards are maximum within the port itself,
where loading/discharging takes place or at the location
of storage facilities. Risks and safety are inter-related.
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By increasing safety measures risks are reduced. One of
the important components of achieving safety is education
and training.
It has been identified that the education and training of
port personnel and seafarers- has not kept pace with the
developments in the field of dangerous substances. As
such, the transport and handling is not matched by the
appropriate awareness.
It has been identified also that the investigation of
accidents involving dangerous goods show that 65% of
accidents happen due to direct human error. The human
error may be by lack of knowledge, inadequate handling
procedure or by lack of safety precautions.
In view of the above, and for reasons mentioned in earlier
chapters, it is obvious that the present situation of
safety in port requires definite improvements.
The enhancement in safety can best be achieved by
conducting training courses. It is recommended to conduct
two types of separate courses, for packaged dangerous
goods and bulk dangerous substances (some common subjects
may be combined). Secondly, a "generic group of trainees"
divided into 4 groups with different hierarchical levels
may be the best way to satisfy the appropriate aims and
objectives.
5.7.1. IMO is preparing a short course on dangerous goods
in packaged form for shipboard personnel which could also
be used for port personnel. I have also proposed a
dangerous goods course in chapter 4. It is proposed that
either of the courses or a mixture of both could provide a
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basic structure and then the course could be further
developed to satisfy the appropriate aims and objectives
with different levels of trainees.
The training for the seafarers and port personnel shall be
aimed as a minimum to meet the mandatory, minimum training
requirements of IMO as specified in Regulation II/ 2,
Appendix, paragraph 10(c) and (d), of the International
Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping for seafarers (STCW), 1978.
IMO assembly resolution A 537 (13), Annex 2 contains
recommendation on training of officers and ratings on
ships carrying dangerous and hazardous substances in
packaged form. It is recommended that the course mentioned
above on dangerous goods should be made a mandatory
requirement as a part of Class 3 Certificate of Competency
.(Nautical) for seafarers. This will greatly enhance the
capability of ship officers to deal with any emergency
onboard ships at sea where conditions are much more
severe.
5.7.2. The ship's officers usually have experience in
handling of dangerous goods. Occasionally they have proper
training too in dangerous goods. This human resource with
experience and at times with training, is available on the
market. The ports and shipping companies in the developed
ports take advantage of this available resource and employ
them in their operations department and especially in
dangerous goods cell. It is highly recommended that the
ports in Pakistan should also take advantage of their
experience by employing them in their operation/traffic
department.
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5.8. That there has been no very serious accident since
1977 stemming from dangerous goods handling in port is
indeed fortunate. However, it is necessary to look at the
"what if" situation and of course the resulting "then
what" procedures.
Although the K.P.T has a very efficient fire fighting unit
.which is commendable, in case of a major crisis, outside
support from other bodies will be required for which there
should be, in writing, a pre planned contingency plan.
However, no such plan exits at present.
It has been identified that there is no routine for
providing information to the port fire services about the
quantity and type of dangerous substances in the port.
Availability of such a routine would provide a first
minute information which in case of an emergency, would
allow prompt knowledge of the type of fire to be fought.
Since advance information is vital, it is recommended that
such information should be provided to them.
It is also recommended that the port establishes an
emergency coordinating centre, which has all the data of
dangerous substances in the port and all necessary,
relevant publications, etc. The port must set up a
contingency plan in cooperation with other bodies like the
police, coast guard, armed forces, local hospitals,
chemical laboratory, municipal corporation, etc. All
action which is to be followed must be laid down in
writing. It should organize simulation exercises and
educate personnel to meet any eventuality.
5.9. Finally, the port management is reminded that its
most important task is to implant a high degree of safety
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consciousness into its organization. The management has to
show concern for safety, otherwise, men handling dangerous
goods in the port cannot be expected to do so either. By
providing training and a suitable working environment, the
people will be motivated to do their utmost. This will
achieve not only safety, but efficiency as well -something
that should always be remembered.
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CLASSIFICATION CODES
Description of substance or article
to be classified
Primary explosive substance

t;

Cotnpatibil- Classificaity
tion
Group ________ Code
A
1.lA

Article containing a primary explosive substance and
not containing two or more effective protective features

B

I.IB
1.2B
1.4B

Propellant explosive substance or other deflagrating
explosive substance or article containing such
explosive substance

C

I.IC
1.2C
1.3C
1.4C

Secondary detonating explosive substance or black powder
or article containing a secondary detonating explosive
substance, in each case without means of initiation
and without a propelling charge, or article containing
a primary explosive substance and containing two or
more effective protective features

D

I.ID
1.2D
1.4D
1.5D

Article containing a secondary detonating explosive
substance, without means of initiation, with a
propelling charge (other than one containing a
flammable or hypergolic liquid)

E

1.IE
1.2E
1.4E

Article containing a secondary detonating explosive
substance with its own means of initiation, with a propolling charge (other than one containing a flammable
or hypergolic liquid) or without a propelling charge

F

1. IF
1.2F
1.3F
1.4F

Pyrotechnic substance, or article containing a
pyrotechnic substance, or article containing both an
explosive substance and an illuminating, incendiary,
lachrymatory or smoke-producing substance (other than a
water-activated article or one containing white phos
phorus, phosphide or a flammable liquid or gel)

G

I.IG
1.2G
1.3G
1.4G

Article containing both an explosive substance and
white phosphorus

H

1.2H
1.3H

Article containing both an explosive substance and
a flammable liquid or gel

J

I.IJ
1.2J
1.3J

Article containing both an explosive substance and
a toxic chemical agent

K

1.2K
1.3K

Explosive substance or article containing an
explosive substance and presenting a special risk
needing isolation of each type

L

I.IL
1.2L
1.3L

Substance or article so packed or designed that any
S
hazardous effects arising from accidental functioning
are confined within the package unless the package has
been degraded by fire, in which case all blast or
projection effects are limited to the extent that they
do not significantly hinder or prohibit fire fighting
or other emergency response efforts in the immediate
vicinity of the package_______________________________ ______ _

1.4S

TABLE A . 2

SCHEME OF CLASSTFICATIOM OF EXPLOSIVES, COHOIHATIOM OF IIA7.ARB DIVISION WITH COHPATIBILITT GROUP

1
1

Compatlblllljr croup

1

1
1 Hazard Division

I

i.i

....

1 1.2 ........
1 1.3 ........
1 l.A ........

j

|

D

C

I.ID
1.7B

I.IC
1.2C
1.3C
I.4C

A

*

D

E

I.ID
1.2D

I.IE
1.2E

1.40
1.50

1.4E

4

3

F

C

H

J

E

L

S

1

1

i

A-S

1

1.5 ........

1 1.1-1.5

!
1 L____t

>;

I1
1
1

I.IA

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1.40

1

3

4

I.IF
1.2F
1.3F
1.4F

I.IG
1.2G
1.3C
1.4C

1.2H
1.3H

I.IJ
1.2J
1.3J

I.IL
1.2L
1.3L

1.2K
1.3K

1
1

1.4S

1

4

4

2

3

2

3

11

1
1

9
10

.

1

34

3.

Quantity-Distances
i

Quantity-Distances to be observed by vessels when car
rying,
loading or unloading explosives at piers, jet
ties, wharves or anchorages are given in Table I-IV and
are to be applied as detailed below for the Net
Explosives
Quantity
concerned to ensure adequate
protection of the Exposed Site (ES) :
a) Measurements are made from the nearest point of com
partments in which explosives are stored to the
nearest point of the Exposed Site.
b) Due allowance is to be made for the movement of
ships due to tides when anchored or berthed at the
single buoy. The radius of the swinging circle is to
be taken into account in the overall distance, and
the position of the aftermost compartment containing
explosives
taken as the point from which the
quantity-distances should be measured.
c)

If it is necessary to berth two or more vessels con
taining explosives >at less than the appropriate
separation
distances
the total Net Explosives
Quantity of all the cargoes is to be used to deter
mine quantity-distances to other Exposed Sites
If berthing of two vessels together is unavoidable,
they should be moored in tandem as the bows and
sterns will afford additional protection and the ex
posed areas will be correspondingly reduced. Such
vessels should be secured by the bows and sterns to
prevent swinging. If explosives are stowed in fore
or aft holds only, this should be taken into con
sideration when berthing ships in tandem to achieve
maximum separation distances.

TABLE

I

QUANTITY-DISTANCE TABLE FOR VESSELS
HAZARD DIVISION 1.1,
Net
Explosives
Quantity

1.2 and 1.3
Quantity-Distances

m

Q

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

D8

D9

48

135

180

335

185

270

60

65

420

210

270

245

320

70

110

280

360

90

140

320
375

410

120

174

480

160

240

410

560

200

300

i
iI

250

375

kg

1.000

60

I

I
2.000

I

5.000

10.000

69

20.000

87

;
:

83

140

255

570

105

175

320

720

135

218

405

180

295

550

I

905 I
1230 !

!

50.000

120

i

i

■ 8C

i

i

100.000

150

I 225

375

690

1550

200.000

190

; 285

470

870

1950

500.000

255

! 380

640

1175

2645 I

340

505

I
1.000.000

320

I 480

800

1480

3330 '

430

640

2.000.000

405

605

1010

1865

4200 '

540

805

r>

O

O

'

i

I
!

CO

(!
I

H
c

c

It

o

n

eo
ve

H
Q

N

tn
II

o

II

c

c

«k

o
«

,

II

c'

Afv
F-

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF QUANTITY-DISTANCES TO BE OBSERVED FOR SEAGOING
VESSELS LOADED WITH OR LOADING OR UNLOADING EXPLOSIVES
HAZARD DIVISION 1. 1
N.

Potential
explosion

Exposed
site

N.
Vv

Vessels loaded
with explosives

IVessel loading
!or unloading
•explosives

jinhabited
buildings

•
Vessels loaded
with explosives

Vessels loading or
unloading explosives

barri
caded

unbarri
caded

barri
caded

D2

D2

D3

unbarri
caded

D3
(135m min)

»
a

D3

(f)

D3

bee

D3

bee

a
D3

bee

bee

D5

D5

D5

^Public traffic
'routes and main
shipping routes

D4

D4

D4

POL jetties

D4

D5

11
'

i

d

d
D4

D4

i

d

1

d
D4

D4

NOTES :
a) Ships moored in tandem may use D2-distances.
b) Double D5-distances should be used for hospitals, schools
and large office blocks of vulnerable construction.
c) D4-distances may be used for isolated dwellings.
d) A
minimum
distance of 450 m to be observed from
aboveground POL storage tanks.
a) A minimum distance of 400 m should be used to built-up
areas.
f) Administrative buildings within the port area should be
located at "Inhabited Building"-distance.
g) D3-distances may be used for holding areas.
h) If the ammunition to be handled is classified as Hazard
Division 1.1 and is of the fragmenting type, the quantitydistance should be taken from both table II and table lii
and the greater of these should be used.

1

TABLE

III

SUMMARY OF QUANTITY-DISTANCES TO BE OBSERVED FOR SEAGOING
VESSELS LOADED WITH OR LOADING OR UNLOADING EXPLOSIVES
HAZARD DIVISION 1.2

Potential
explosion
site
Exposed
N.
site

barricaded

unbarricaded

barricaded

Vessels loaded
with explosives

135/
90 m(*)

135/90 m
(*)

135/90 m
(*)

135/90 m
(*)

Vessels loading
or unloading
explosives

135/
90 m

135/90 m

135/90 m

135/90 m

Inhabited
buildings

Vessels loaded
with explosives

be
D7

Vessels loading or
unloading explosives

be
D7

unbarricaded

be
D7

be
D7

Public traffic
routes and main
shipping routes

D6

D6

D6

D6

POL jetties

180 m

270 m

180 m

270 m

a

a

a

a

NOTES :
a) A nininuni distance of 90

s may be

used for rounds up to

.

60 i

j

b) A niniinundistance of 180 in may
be used for rounds up to '
60 mm.
i
c) D6>distances may be used for isolated dwellings.
d) A minimum distance of 90 m tobe observed for holding '
areas.
i
I

(*) see text

"

TABLE

IV

SUMMARY OF QUANTITY-DISTANCES TO BE OBSERVED FOR SEAGOING
VESSELS LOADED WITH OR LOADING OR UNLOADING EPLOSIVES
HAZARD DIVISION 1.3
Potential
explosion
site

Vessels loaded
with e>cplosives

Vessels Loading o
unloading explosives

Exposed
site

barri
caded

unbarri
caded

barri
caded

unbarri
caded

Vessels loaded
with explosives

60 m

60 m

60 m

60 m

Vessels loading
or unloading
explosives

60 m

60 m

60 m

60 m

Inhabited
buildings

a

a

a

a
D9

D9

D9

D9

Public traffic
routes and main
shipping routes

D8

D8 '

D8

D8

POL jetties

60 m

240 m

60 B

240 m

NOTES :
'a) D3-distance may be used for isolated dwellings.
;b) A minimum distance of 60 m to be observed for holding |
areas.

QUA.VTITY LIMITS FOR THE STC?.AGr:
A2TO DIRECT DELIM:?.Y Or DA-NGER.O'.’S G-DCDC
IN A SEAPORT

Sub-Class/Substances

Class

Direct Delivery

Storage

j
<j

i
1
»I

1

1.1/1.5
1.2
i. 3/1.1*

2

2.1
2.2
2.3

j

:

I
1
i- - - - - - - - - - - - 1
1
1
,
3
1

1

l*.l
1*.2
i*.3

h

1
5

i

1
1

t
1

1
i

■:
;i

6

[
i

_____ ^
....... - :
j

tons
- none
.
80
tons ■■■

200

tons

none

Total of
200
tons

2000 tons

1
•

tons
none

none
none

|

xons
tons
tons

none
none
none

!
1

200

ZOO
300
300

5.1
Hydrogen Peroxide UN 2Cip
5.2
5.2 plus explosive risk
Acetyl Cyclohexane Sulphonyl
Peroxide UN 2082

1

none
none
6o tons
5 tons

300
ions
, 100
tons
60
tons
Only with
1
special
'
permit

20 tons

!1500
tons
6.1
Hydrocyanic ;\cid UN ic_Z
Hydrogen Cyanide UN l6lu
; Total Cl
Acetonitrile UN l6i*8 (nov Class 3) 500
tons
Acetone Cyanohydrin UN 15^1
Epichlorohydrin UN 2023
Dimethyl Sulphate UN 1595

1
7

Category I
Category II
Category III

8

j
I

i
1

none
none

,
!
1

1

1
1

H
ii
u

none
•'
-none - —
'TTone'
~ 'T

200
.
_ . .
- -■ -

3.1
Carbon Disulphide UN 1131
Acrolein UN 1092
Acrylonitrile UN 1093
3.2
3.3

i

5 tons
20 ton"
none

O.i* tons
5
tons
6o
tons

Snecial nermit 1
Special permit;
Transport index
<•200

Special permit
Special permit;
Transport index
< 200

none

none

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - 1

9

none

From:

Port of Hamburg Rules - Summarising Example

none

;

For amaller quantities eind limited storage only

meters

10
Box 6
Box ^

Chlorine
Flourine)

f
Box 3

Box 2

Box 1

f
3 m

3 m

10 m

8 ><■

3m -♦ VU.2

1

Box •»

3m

empties

Construction: Sol id floor
Fire resistant walls
Metal doors
Light, roof
Closed drainage
system

Safety ixiuipment
(In pari
allertiat ively)

Meehanica1 ven ti1 a tion
(ex-proof)
Fire detection (fixed)
Fire fighting (water spray
and forun )Portable extinguishers
(chemical)
Warning signs.
I'loor and wall markings

)
)
)
)
)

Controlled from
outside,
separately for
each box

REC0MKEIN3)E3) minimum SEGREGATION OF
nANGZRO'JS GOODS IN PORT A?.Z^^

1.1
2^ 3.1
1.5 1.2 1.3 1.4 2.1 2.3 3.2 3.3 4.1 4.2 4.3 5.1 5.2 6.1
Explosives

1.1
1.5 •

Explosives

1.2

•

Explosives

1.3

Explosives

1.4

7

8

•

•

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

4

•

t

•

4

2

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

4

•

•

•

•

4

2

4

4

3

3

4

4

4

2

2

2

•

•

•

•

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

X

2

2

X

2

2

1

2

1

2

4

X

2

1

2

2

X

1

X

X

2

X

1

X

2

2

2

2

3

X

2

2

1

2

2

2

3

X

2

1

Wa
Wi

1

1

1

2

X

2

1

W/A

1

2

2

X

2

1

2

2

X

2

1

2

1

1

2

2
Wa X
m

2

2.1

4

4

4

2

2.2
Other than inflammable gases 2.3
3.1
Inflammable liquids
3.2

wA
Wa

2

2

2

1

X

Wa
m

4

4

4

2

2

2

Inflammable liquids

3.3

4

4

4

2

2

2

Inflammable solids

4.1

4

4

3

2

1

X

2

Spontaneously
combustible substances
Substances which are
dangerous when wet

4.2

4

4

3

2

2

1

2

2

1

4.3

4

4

4

2

1

X

2

2

1

1 Wa

Oxidizing substances

5.1

4

4

4

2

2

X

2

2

1

2

2

Wa
m

Organic peroxides

5.2

4

4

4

2

4

2

3

3

2

2

2

2

Poisons

6.1

2

2

2

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

1

Radioactive substances

7

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

X

Wa
W/a

Corrosives

8

4

4

2

2

1

X

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

X

2

Miscellaneous
dangerous substarKes

9

N<3 gerteral segi‘egation recommended:
in diviclual schedules should be consulted.

Inflammable gases

1.3 m
2.
10 m

]
^

3.
U.

J

X

30
In
in
No
be

P
m

1

1

distances

m
different warehouses or separated by fire resistant walls;
the open at least 30 m distance
general segregation recommended; individual schedules should
consulted.
'

Dangerous goods with toxic properties shoxild be stored at least
10 m from all foodstuffs.
For segregation of Class 7 - radioactive substances - see
Appendix 3 of the HID Becoianendations on the Safe Transport
Handling and Storage of Dangerous Substances in Port Areas.
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NO. «D TYPE
OF APPLIANCES
DEPLOYED.
4

HO. OF { NO. OF
r;rso t9 PERSONS
TRATP :0. RESCUED.

1

1

6

NOL OF
ICRS0N3
INJURED/
DEAD.

VALUE OP
PROPERTY
SAVES.
8

7

VALUE OF
PROPERTY
t£ST! lYED.

Hllllonaof
Riq>*s*.

Ra.10,000/approx*

Life Boat of li.V.*0iaUWZKD*
oh, 5. 19tS1
AT B*rtli Ho.17,E«*t Wharf.
ct 17.10 liouro.

h Fii'O Tcndors.

HllUoa* of
Rupae*.

Ha.aOvCUO/appro>:.

3.

Oh.5.1988
M.r.**«oi» Ho.K0-6e771 in
at 17.10 Hour*. R*¥ 8ulpta*r *y Rly.Tard,
H.M.B. Wwrf.

j Fir* T*nd*r*.

4.

*6.6. 1988
Sul-C«
,
a' 19.4(y houM. oMiora* Crtiurk, ftujgnopir
Road, Kaxwiehl.

2 Fir* T*nd*ra.

Cood*aB*d Boat of Flbr*
23.6.1988
at 05.12 Hour*. n**r P.V.Z'b Star**,
Oppi Coast Quard Haad
Quartar, Kaaaarl.

4 Fir* Tandar*.

a..

3.

Rallimy En«ln» Mo.rE-3739 «t
B*rth Ho.18, H*»t Wharf.

Nmion* of R*. 5,000/approx.
Riqiaaa.

-

-

aaaaaaad liy Aaaaaaad by
th» ClWkl
tlM Civil
Authorltlaa. Autborltlas.

«a<iO*

_

1 REMARK

j

jp;

-

9

2 Fir* Tendoro

05-*t-i9ea
at 18.10 Hn.

1

CAUSE OF FIRE.

—do*

Ovarheatlng of tho Cablo.

C'CfSjd iio“. 0*3 Q'tOa-r! a5act*-

Could not b* aBcertalnod.

no,. ..

■ •
i_iv j. j1 Outside
1 the Port
1 Limits.

Could not be oacortolned.

i

>

m
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■>No iRon;i,. Y
S/NO.

DATE

&

THCi

2

1

MD full PARTICULARS | NO. ,IN0 TYFE
INO.W peIno.of ■ WLUE DP
OP PROPERTY AFFECTEDi
| OP Al-PLI.iNCES PLRSC^S 1 ^fiFlSOtiS (flRSQNS
trapped
.
}
RESCUED. JSd/
1 DEPLOYED.
J*VEO:
---------------------------------4------ :------- -- ----- 4----- ---- bEAP.
1
3
1
1
5
i
6
1
,
1
»
address

Oil Pler-1 Jatty in Inaulatlon
of wlraa/oabloa of Elaetrlo Pola

.

2.

27.7.1988
at 22.29 Houra.

j-

(,•6. G. 1983
at 11.00 Houra.

n.v.*ALI-H0HSK2* berthad at
Barth No.21.lrast Vhorf.

10.8.1988
at 21.VO Houra.

Transit Shad No.2,Eaat IQiarf
In Soorob Light Tower.

1(Fira Tender

5.

10,8.1988
at I>f.a5 Houra.

Notrang Shopping Cantra,
Liaquatabad, KomcIu..

4(Plre Tenders)

6.

11.8.1988
ub Ib.CO iiouia.

H.T.«SUIDBRBAH* at 8.R.B..

4(Fire Tenders)

> 7*

05.9.1^
at 11.45 Houra.

M.Z.Tord In Cotton Bolaa.

l(Flrs Tender)

e-

06.9.1988
at 13.25 Houra.

Trailer No.LS-1799 statleiMd
outalda TPK Cato He.1 4n
ootton bales.

l(Flre Tender)

9.

20.9.1986
at 20.06 Houra.

Outalda tha Bounlcy wall,
M.T.Khan'&eod, in rubbish.

8(Flre Tendors)

27.9.1986
at 00.31 Houra.

Plat Mo.l-i3, low TFZ
in Cotton Bolaa

9(PBra Tenders)

Plinth C-7.TPX on Main Road In
insulation of tdras/oafala.

j VALUE OF
1
"DESTROYED.

|

1

j

9

i
OP FIRE.
' E H A R J
,0

11

1(Foam Tender)

27.7.1908
at 10.31 Houra.

1

fei-lod from; 01-7-1906 to •^■a->q-l9ea,

l,u, . CF

;.v

a
Pour(Plro
TBnrt"-.-31

milon of Ri. 5,000/"Up*«o.
approxt

Short Circuiting.

Mlllona of Ro. 5,000/Kupaos.
appri'xi

Short Clrcultlnii,

2(Flre Tenders)

Ittllian of
Rupoaa.

na. )0,00/apprut.

S, oi'; Cl

Hllllon of
Rupaas.

IIL.

Short Circuiting.

Aaaaaaad by Asaaased by
tha Civil
tha Civil
Authorltlas. Authorltloa,

Could not be
aacartalnad.

Wl’lcc of
Rupaaa.

Pa, JO OOO/-- Ci-.'^tl-fc
appraa:
Spute

Hllllon of
Rhpaaa.

Ra.500/<
approxi

Mlllon of
Rivaaa.

Ra. 50.000/approx:

-t -

Friction by tJie
Iron Hoop a.
Could not ba
aacartalnad.

Could not ha
aaoartalnad.
Million of
Ruppaa.

Ra.5.00,000/approxi

I
<

Ti
0)
lOID
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PORT FIRK OFFlbp
.KARACHI P(»n> trust.

<

I'crlocl frocn01-in-1<itie to

31-12-19P3,

sr\T:;! MNt siio' imi: Tim los.-; 'i- Life
AND I'HOlTJIvYY IJY Kin;;:

3/NO.

1

date a time

*

2

i
1.

?.

h.

________

NO. AMD TYPE
OF APPLl/NCES
deployed*

address and full particulars
OF property iffected.

5

3

DEAD.

value of

moPEKTY
UESTTOYED.

CAUSE OF FIRE

9

10

B

Seaside opp:H/3.H.P.I.Lulk
Terminal Complex,Keamurl in
rubbish.

115-10-1588
‘it IC*. 1 S Houx'O,

Sea side oppj B/S F fi B Terialnal, Tvo Kiro iV*inJej'S.
I.e;.£ar:I
rubbish.

-

-

-

1/8-1 u-1900
. t 09.32 Hours.

D.C.Shed^ N.M.B.Vhdrf In sand
mixed with various types of
solid chemical.

Oji^‘ Fli-j Tender.

-

-

-

-

Qlic-uilcal Reaction

10-10-1930
at 10.12 Hours*

CiuitoD Office at Transit
Shed No.16,East Wharf in
sample of the Petroleum
Benzine Extra pure in the
Liquid form (smouldering)

Dry Chemical Fire
Extinguisher.

-

-

-

-

Ignition by the
Candle,

-

-

Rs.SOyOOO/-

-

-

Million of
Rupees.

-

-•

-

-

-

Million of
Rupees.

Ra,04,000/npproxs

-

-

Million of
RupaeSm

Rs.l ,00,000/- Welding ^arks.
approxi

-

-

-

One Fire Tender.

Sanltory Office, KPT Hospital.

One Fir- Tender.

b.

02»11-1988
at 20.38 Hours*

upen rxlntn oppi S.R.13.
In Scrap Rubber Tyres &
Tubes etc.

Five FAse Tenders.

Vacant Plot, Oil Install..tlcn
area,Xaamarl in rubbish.

Che Fire Tender.

Ouay Crane N0.I at Berth
No.1,Eaat Wharf.

Che Fire Tender.

2».11.1988

at 16.42 Hours.
03-12-1988
at 01.20 Hours.

9.

03-12-19'®
at i4.25 Hours.

10.

12-12-1988
at 0^.51 Hours.

11.

^

VALUE OF
PROPERTY
SAVED:

injured/

03-10-1988
at 21•10 Hours.

30-10-1988
at O1J1O Hours*

8.

{

NO. a’
persons

7

5.

7.

NO. Jt'
{ NO. IT !
PER3CHE J PEREON.I
TRAPi^D: I III CUED.

27.III. 1988
at l6.4o hours.

Pipeline Trench opp:«/S.Pakistan
Lubrlcunt(Pvt) Ltd,Koamarl In
pipeline.

Five Fire Tenders.

Wooden Railway Sllpners,
oppiPakiotan Coost .ruards
Office» Keomarl*

Che Fire Tender.

Private Car at Wast Wharf

Tv/o Fire Tenders.

—

-

-

-

REH,iRK3:

11

Could not bo
ascertained.

• di>

Rg.2,o00/-

Overheating of
wire.*! fi sv'ltches.

Rs.1,00,000/- Could not bo
approx:
ascertained.
-

-

Milllona of Ra.1,000/Rupees.

*.io-

Short Circuiting,

Could not be
uscertclnel*
Short Circuiting.

2'.
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Big rise in dangerous
cargoes ‘key concern’
KARACHI, Sept. 18: Tlie Minis
ter of State for Communications
Sardar Fateh Mohammad Hasni
on Sunday called for taking ap
propriate measure? for ensuring
safety during handling and car
riage of dangerous cargoes.
He was inaugurating a seminar
on the subject of transport, handl
ing and storage of dangerous and
harmful substances at sea and in
port areas and their onward trans
fer brother modes oLtransport at
Karachi Port Trust Staff College.
The seminar was held under the
auspices
of
International
Maritime Organisation (EMO) and
the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP).
Mr Hasni said that the carriage
of dangerous cargoes by sea has
become major concern for all thj)se involved in sea transport,
whether it is the shipper, the car
rier, the port the consignee or any
other member of the shipping
industry.
This concern, he said, was due to
the fact that the transport of
dangerous cargoes had changed
its pattern during the last three
decades. Not only has the qualities
of dangerous cargoes carried in
ships multiplied, but the variety of
these cargoes has also increased
tremendously.
Mr. Hasni said that the statisti./. cal figures of all dangerous
cargoes, indicated that of today’s
world trade of well over billion
tons of cargo which passes througli
ports and terminals every year,
more than 50 per cent falls under
the category of dangerous and

hazardous cargo.
The increase in quantity and qu
ality of shipments of dangerous
goods by sea has not only sbowr
considerable impact on the carry
ing vehicle-the ship — and caused
concern as tdits safety but has also
consequences for the connecting
link between the sea mode of
transport and the v^nu5i_l=B>d
- - - - - —•
•
transportation.
The Minister s^d that exprience has shown that accidents
which are triggered off by the
-cargo transported normally hap
pened at the handling stages. The
port is the main place for
transshipments.
The Minister said that ports in
developing countries particularly
suffer from the problems based
on the following:
a) changes in technology and
transport specialisation, resulting
in the need for specialised
facilities and equipment.
b) increased in amount and vari
ety of dangerous substances trans
shipped through their ports. •
c) lack of p,roper storage
facilities for dangerous goods:
d) unskilled labour and lack c»f
traning facilities, training funds
and specially trained instructors:
e) outdated port regulations:
f) extensions of ports which very
often are not in line with the origi
nal ideas conceived when the lay
out of' the port was planned and
where remote areas dedicated as
“hazardous corners” of the port
become the centre of activities
due to expansion outside the cooirol of tile port.—API’
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Hnlef a»d Orders taned by m MUKries
?^_^’*™***"* •* P*bislaB aad *M»' Attacted aad
S«bordiMle Ot^ta
tbe Sapreme Coatt of Pakistao
OOVEaNMENT OF PAKISTAN

MINISTRY OF CXIMMITS’ICATIONS
(Ports aad Shipping Wing)

NOTIFICATION
Karachi, the hr Ociobei

1984

SJLO. 43(KE):84;
PO'^ers conferred by clauses
(o) of sul«ectk>n
>f< tm direct th^°ih
1908),(a)thetoFederal
Government(I)
is
o
*aD be ■adc in the
^ »n»e having been previously published as leouired bv
.^p-section (2) of the said section, namelyas rwpureo oy

iaiert!d.*M!^ty"^!!‘^ *^“*'^*’

new iMe Aall

pertains to the explosives only and
oontasue to be I’tsfhaijrd at Bestfas
24
and 21 which berths are indemnified ^ (he ^-----------(2) Dangerous goo^ of fi««« 2 and rift 3 i
wBam niable hQutds and g**** shoukl
D«nf«ous goods died hereinafter hi Ok i
lo as D.G. shed, ^ baiges only.

(1)

Sr JL

be

C^SQ.iL ng

S,^9»Bd9KtB

VCL or- L(X) pgy he

IWbf: fg. 20

90

THL CiAZLTJ£ OF PAKISTAN. EXTRA, NOV.

(Paki

Shed diicct by trucks or iruile'- except duDgerous cargo havicE
l-iasli Point below 91 degiwi 1 which may be trffi'.'poncd bv
barge., only.
•’
(4) Ail such coDtaiDcrs allowed by nud shall be put in trucks or
trailers from the ship for irarspnrliifinn direct to D.G. Shed.
No container shall be allowed to be kept on the plinth All
containers should be Uansporttcl to D.G. Shed before darl.
liuars and parked temporarily h..- the night at places witi.in ilv.P'mpo.'.nd of D.G. Sl'.cd at NMB Wharf or as directed by the I
iraflic Manager, KPT, up to the •maximum of 25 containers. 1
Such containers should be dctuifled immediately the follow-'
ing day. All arrangement at D.G. Shed shall be made by
the Shipping Agents prior to discluirgc of •cootainers from the
vessels.

(5)

Dangerous goods of Class 7 which pertains to xadio-activc
subs^ces shall be bandied in accordance with the instructions
of the Pakistan Atomic Energy Commission.

( 6)

l•‘oibonous substances, i.e., pesticides and insecticides of
8
lu solid form may be allowed to be stacked on opcB pppfiw and
may be allowed -direct delivery to the consignees. Poisonous
substances i.c.. pesticides and insecticides of Class 8 in solid
form and non-mflammable corrosive substances falling nndcr
r,r
Nortb-eod-overflow
plinth of NL Berth, West W,iarf, in an area specially earmarked
for this purpose by the Traftic Manager. On these foods
storage charges shall be levied
for the D.G. Shed on *St
V? nurl.

(7)

Direct delivery of all cla'.'cs of dangerous cargo shall be allowed
Fom ba^cs to the consignees on fulfdmcnt of nequisite ioanalitics and after taking due precautions as providS* in the rules

‘=‘“'80, from Berth No. 18-A
’^^ch are duly notified for the purpose
t)i handling of commercial explosives and dangerous .ouq^!^
(8) DPT (Blowing Agent) disdiarged overside faito barges Anil
remain in the dangerou.s cargo barges tHl such time as the
consignees arrange direct delivery of same fhim %arees
Normal rules applicable to explosive cargo shall alio mafv^to
DPT consigmncnts. However, tliesc would be subnet to
cLTpo^^'
rules i^icable fco D.G. Shed
(9)

Hydrogen Peroxide (H. O.) wfiich faUs in Oass 5 and IMDG
vVtsi Wh„rvcs in order to provide
shelter
ns to jircvcnf Us expuSTl

in

tbu

*^1!

fFfle No. P. m-l(4)t84.]-

; . . M. NAEEM BEG.
g.pT.,
is-.r: '- i .

rvo^.;r:-RCoiii»dOie

V

•WNTED »y THf MANAGER,

W-P/hatabyufl^

PROmNC OqffORATiON OF PAKISTAN

PvataHEA mr m I MANAtaa or Pumjcaudns.
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Navy store
gutted
By Onr Staff Reponer
KARACHI. Jan 31; Fire brake
out is a Navy Rore at WeR Wharf
around 7 pjb. on Tueaday. ■
Consequently, over taro doaoi
fire tenders froraaP KMC atatiops.
PCPT and Navy, aran rudied to tbe
scene.
Since diemical drums induding
that at paintt and warmsbes arere
Rored, Fire Brigade aouroes said
foam aras used to qi^ the flames
which arere Rill raging audnight.

#

City fire not yet extinguished
By Onr Staff Bqmtter
KARAC^ Feb 1: Acute amtm
shortage in Karadii kanqiered
fire-fighting efforts u Wcr
Wharf, off the port, arbere a huge
dump of PakiRsn Navy paints are
on fire for the paR 31 faoiirs.
About 30 fire tenders from all
the civic agencies, inchiding KMC
and KPT, and Pakistan Navy arere
involved in extinguishing die fire.
Almost all KMC aouroes arent
dry during the acute water
shortage b^use of closure of
main supply from Indus sources
for tbe paR many weeks and KMC
fire tenders remained idle and did

not participate in firefighting
effOTts.
R^ieated requests from KMC
high officials, partkulaiiy by
aenior fire officcTS. officials of the
KPT and Paldtcan Navy did not al
low the tender to refill the tankers
from KMC for hours. As a Traiilt.
the fire
to nge and
arent out of control on Ttiesday
night.
The fire brake out around 6 puL
on Tuesday and tbe KMC tenders
were pennhted to nae water from
other aources by 10 pjm. by dut
time, much dam^ was cauaad to

tbe paints dumps and tbe building
itaelf.
Similarly, the fire tenders from
■ll'other agencies, started ui^
aea arater in exiinguishing die fire.
The fire was, however, con
tained on Wednesday mid^iight
and tfficials dumed that they
would be able to
it by
Thursday forenoon.
' Propel ■woedi ibout tens of
millions of ropees had been de
stroyed and the buildn^ exten
sively damaged. No official ver
sion of die fin was available from
die coaoened antfaorities.

5,000 cotton bales gutted
KARACHI, Ftb 2: Hundreds of
cotton bales ware gonad as &c
broke out in a aanile mUs in
Landhi on Thanday.
Over 0.1 milKosi faalas of cotton
were damped in mi open plot
within the pwiaet of the mills
.where fire broke out in the momteg and soon nged to 1^
About a ~

ter it was considerably <
within the aura i
the fire tandata af
Navy ware busy te i
the fire dD Iteffaday aftamatm.
The

of fire

on the

firaafcar
mates, araimd SjOOO ooctHi hates
arsn ftnxad te dit fira.
CHEMICALS: The fire, which
was raging te the FaloEtan Navyh
chemical store, off die port, te
WeR Wharf area was bra^t nnderoontroL
Mor of the 30 fire tenders of
' KMCandKFTwRcwithdrawaaf-

fCTBOC. KMP: A facnd pouv
caught fire on the HnbBtear Road
late on Thursday night. The cause
df fire could not be known
teamadiandy.
A number of KMC fire landm
arere busy in exitegukhiag the to
till our going to press on Thursday
night.

